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Abstract

Consistent evidence across important domains shows that people’s decisions

can depend on the order or emphasis with which the attributes of the available

options are presented to them. We introduce the first model of such framing ef-

fects, which we characterize in terms of observable behavior. We apply the model

to study how strategic use of attribute framing affects competition in markets and

outcomes of negotiations. We extend the model to stochastic-choice frameworks,

which are often used in practice. We explain how it can be embedded into the stan-

dard rational-inattention framework to link our attribute framing with previously

studied list-order effects.
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In order to construct rich economic models one often needs a model of choice

with frames. (Salant and Rubinstein (2008))

1 Introduction

Can the order in which information is presented to people affect their behavior? Con-

sistent evidence shows that such framing effects exist: Decisions can depend on the or-

der in which the attributes of available alternatives are presented, often in important

domains. People’s willingness to pay for a medical treatment can depend on the presen-

tation position of its price (Kjær et al. (2006)). Choices of health plans can depend on

how attributes like copay, deductibles, and premium are presented (Ericson and Starc

(2016)). Doctors’ diagnoses can depend on the order in which pieces of information are

encountered (e.g., Bergus et al. (1995), Cunnington et al. (1997), Chapman and Elstein

(2000)). Police investigations and jury decisions can depend on the presentation order

of alibi and eyewitness evidence (Dahl et al. (2009)). Consumers’ evaluation of prod-

ucts can depend on the presentation order of their attributes (Kumar and Gaeth (1991),

Levav et al. (2010) and references therein). Blake et al. (2018) show that the “purchase

funnel”—the order of steps to buy a product—can affect consumers’ decisions. Other

papers in marketing and psychology report related evidence.1

Despite such consistent evidence across fields, current economic theory cannot capture

this kind of framing phenomena. Existing choice models essentially assume that the

order in which attributes are presented has no effect on decisions. This calls for a new

framework that allows the ordering of attributes to affect choice behavior, can be easily

applied across different settings, and can be falsified.

We introduce the first explicit, decision-theoretic, model of framing of choice items’

attributes and its effects on decisions. That is, we take the physical attributes of an

item as the given information to be framed; different presentation orders correspond to

different frames. We interpret the presentation position as the observable emphasis given

to the attribute. As such, our model can be used in other settings where emphasis is given

by some graphical means, such as font size or color. To showcase the applicability of the

model, we study how competing firms may strategically frame their products to influence

1See, e.g., Cornelissen and Werner (2014) and Auspurg and Jäckle (2017) for recent reviews
as well as Chrzan (1994), Day and Prades (2010) and Day et al. (2012)). Even voters’ sup-
port for political candidates may depend on the presentation order of their “attributes.” For in-
stance, in the 2016 U.S. Presidential race Hillary Clinton presented herself moving her maiden
name (Rodham) to her middle name so as to emphasize her independence from her husband
(Shafer (2017) and https://www.theguardian.com/media/mind-your-language/2016/nov/11/winning-
words-the-language-that-got-donald-trumfp-elected).
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their competitive landscape and how negotiators may frame their offers to strike a deal.

Furthermore, we show that the model can be identified and falsified by characterizing it

axiomatically. We do not assume nor explicitly describe any psychological processes that

may generate our framing effects. Understanding which mechanisms are behind these

effects is important for future research.2 However, those mechanisms may be multiple

and complex, and they are ultimately not essential for our analysis. In line with modern

decision theory, our goal is to develop a model which is consistent with choice data

that exhibits those framing effects and that can be immediately used for any economic

application.3

To fix ideas, consider an example. Health plans are often presented in tables where each

row is an attribute (copay, deductibles, premium, etc.) and each column is a plan. Let N

be the number of attributes (hence, rows) and let f(i) be the attribute in row i. The

assignment f of attributes to rows is our frame. A plan is then a vector xf = (xf(i))
N
i=1,

where xf(i) is the level of attribute f(i). Mainstream choice theory assumes that f is

irrelevant. We allow f to affect which plan a customer chooses (hence, each plan’s market

share). For instance, this may change if the premium is moved from the first to the last

row.

As a first pass at studying these framing effects, we introduce and characterize a

baseline model called the attribute-framing model. If all available items have the same

frame f , the decision-maker chooses the xf that maximizes

N∑
i=1

α(i)uf(i)(xf(i)). (1)

Each uf(i) is a utility function that captures the decision-maker’s (stable) underlying

tastes for each attribute. The weight function α depends on the attribute’s presentation

position and is the heart of our model. Depending on its shape, we can capture several

empirical regularities in how attribute orders influence choice by changing the marginal

rate of substitution between attributes. We characterize which α give rise to recency

(primacy) effects, whereby attributes presented later influence more (less) the evaluation

of items than do earlier attributes.4 One interpretation is that α reveals whether the

decision-maker perceives the attributes presented later or earlier as being emphasized.

Primacy effects are consistent with the old adage “first impressions matter” and with

2See, e.g., Schrift et al. (2018) for experimental evidence on possible channels.
3For recent prominent examples of this approach in economics, see Rubinstein and Salant (2006),

Salant and Rubinstein (2008), Masatlioglu et al. (2012), Manzini and Mariotti (2014), Masatlioglu and
Ok (2014), Ok et al. (2015), and Cattaneo et al. (2020).

4For evidence on the primacy and recency effects, see Kardes and Herr (1990), Haugtvedt and
Wegener (1994), Payne et al. (2000), Bond et al. (2007), Ge et al. (2011).
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the “leader-driven” effect: An item that starts ahead in terms of the first attribute is

more likely to be chosen (Carlson et al. (2006)). We also characterize what it means to

be more susceptible to these effects. Other forms of α are possible, depending on which

presentation position carries relatively more weight for the decision-maker.

Of the many possible applications of our model, we present two. The first analyzes

how firms can frame products to influence the competition they face. We show that

by ordering their attributes—and thus giving each different emphasis—a firm can create

fictitious product differentiation that results in higher market prices and profits both

for itself and for its competitors.5 Sometimes incumbents can also use framing to deter

entry in a market, even though this involves trade-offs. In a nutshell, the incumbent

has to make its product “look good, but not too much,” which results in lower profits

than in uncontested markets. A basic insight is that the incumbent is more likely to use

framing to deter entry when its product is more similar to that of a potential entrant or

the consumers’ tastes are less heterogeneous. We relate our findings to the industrial-

organization literature on obfuscation strategies.

Our second application analyzes framing in negotiations. Framing is often regarded

as an important negotiation technique, which can help break an impasse and reach an

agreement. Despite this, modeling framing in negotiations and how it is used has been

challenging. We study negotiations that involve multiple attributes whose ideal levels

differ between parties. We show how the proposing party chooses an offer and frames it

so as to strike the best deal based on the attributes’ importance and conflict with the

receiving party. Emphasizing important attributes may allow the proposer to highlight

the benefits of reaching a deal for the receiver. But if such attributes also involve greater

conflict, emphasizing them also highlight the concessions that the receiver has to make.

Our model allows us to bring out and study this trade-off. A basic insight is that de-

emphasizing conflict is the main force that drives the proposer’s framing strategy. In

fact, it can happen that the proposer strategically de-emphasizes some attribute, despite

its being very important, so as to weaken the impact of the strong disagreement with the

receiver on that attribute. Moreover, we show that framing can emerge as a tool to break

an impasse and that more susceptibility to framing not always benefits the proposer.

The axiomatic characterization of our attribute-framing model rests on the assumption

that we can observe which items a decision-maker chooses as well as how their attributes

5The contract-theory literature has examined strategic framing in buyer-seller relationships, where
framing is assumed to influence the buyer’s willingness to pay (see, e.g., Ostrizek and Shishkin (2018),
Salant and Siegel (2018)). Our model can provide a foundation for how this influence works. In a related
paper, Piccione and Spiegler (2012) study how firms can influence market competition and profits by
limiting consumers’ ability to compare their prices. Our work adds insights about how firms frame their
overall products to dampen competition, with a specific focus on entry of competitors.
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are framed. We rely exclusively on choices from menus whose items are all framed in

the same way. We consider the rich domain of lotteries over items to identify the weight

function α. Our main axiom delivers this identification by considering appropriately

constructed swaps of attribute positions.

Section 4 generalizes our theory in several ways. We consider a non-separable model

where how much the decision-maker weighs attributes presented later depends on how

good earlier attributes are. For example, she may overlook later attributes if the first

ones already give her high utility. We axiomatize this model in the domain of stochastic

choice, as this offers more structure for this task. It also allows us to showcase how to

introduce framing effects in this domain, which is often used in practice. We discuss this

in the context of a Luce framework, the perturbed-utility framework of Fudenberg et al.

(2015), and the rational-inattention framework of Matějka and McKay (2015). The latter

can accommodate both list-order and attribute-order effects, where the latter may drive

the former.

The flexibility and tractability of our model allows one to formalize and investigate

many other questions regarding attribute framing. For reasons of space, we leave these for

future research, but briefly discuss some of them in an Online Appendix. These include

how to study choice from menus whose items are presented with different frames, how

to understand self-serving motivated framing (which can be related to the endowment

effect), and how to conduct welfare analysis in the presence of attribute-framing effects.

Related Literature. The importance of framing for decision making has been recog-

nized at least since the seminal work of Kahneman and Tversky (1979) and Tversky and

Kahneman (1981). The literature has then evolved in two directions. Some papers devel-

oped general frameworks to think about framing (Salant and Rubinstein (2008), Bern-

heim and Rangel (2009), Salant (2011)). Others have focused on modeling specific ways

in which frames can influence choice, especially for applications. Our paper belongs to

this second strand.

This literature considers several forms of framing. Following Kahneman and Tversky

(1979), many papers have studied presenting choices as gains or losses. Another form is

‘mental accounting’ in relation to saving and investment decisions (Thaler (1985), Thaler

(1990)). Several papers have modeled salience, where the weights the decision-maker

gives to attributes can depend on how each stands out from the others in a menu (e.g.,

Kőszegi and Szeidl (2012), and Bordalo et al. (2013)). To the best of our knowledge,

our paper is the first to study theoretically framing as the presentation order of items’

attributes. As such, it can be interpreted as a complementary theory of salience: While

in those papers salience depends on how much an attribute varies across items and in
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relation to other attributes, in our paper it depends on the presentation position of an

attribute. This can be a useful addition: For instance, in their study of health-insurance

decisions, Ericson and Starc (2016) argue that their evidence “suggests that theories of

salience that only rely on the attributes of choice (rather than how they are presented)

miss important elements of salience.” Rubinstein and Salant (2006) considered the effects

of items’ position on a list. In some settings, attribute-order effects can be a driver of

list-order effects (see Section 4 and the Online Appendix).

The cognitive-science literature has studied how people seem to form their preferences

at the moment of elicitation (Lichtenstein and Slovic (2006)). One interpretation of our

model is that the decision-maker has well-defined tastes for each attribute. However,

when it comes to combining them to evaluate an item, she lets the attributes’ framing

influence her evaluation. In this way, elicitation methods can influence her choices right

when she makes them. Although this may seem to undermine the discovery of decision-

makers’ true tastes, we show how observing choices across frames can overcome this issue.

2 The Model

The choice objects are called items. Each is described by the attributes in a set A. For

example, cars are described by make, model, year, color, style, size, power train, etc..

We assume that |A| = N is finite and N ≥ 2. Each attribute a ∈ A can take multiple

levels, denoted by the set La. An item consists of a list of the level of all its attributes

and is denoted by x = (xa′ , . . . , xa′′) ∈ X = ×a∈ALa.
We want to allow for the possibility that the order in which attributes are presented

affects choice. To this end, we introduce the notion of attribute-frame, which we define

as follows. Let F be the set of all bijections from {1, . . . , N} to A. For every frame

f ∈ F , f(i) is the attribute presented in the ith position of the item description. We

later discuss other interpretations of f , for instance in terms of observable emphasis. We

denote an item x under frame f as

xf = (xf(i))
N
i=1,

where xf(i) ∈ Lf(i) for all i. The set of all items under frame f is

Xf = ×i∈NLf(i).

Subsets of items are called menus. If all items in a menu are described according to f ,

we call it an f -menu and denote it by Mf ⊆ Xf .

Example 1 Suppose items are health plans described by copay, deductibles, and pre-
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mium: A = {c, d, p}. Each attribute can be high or low: La = {h, l}. A frame is the

order in which a plan description presents its attributes. This may be {d, c, p} for frame

f and {p, c, d} for f ′. Thus, the same plan with a high premium, a high copay, and low

deductibles may be presented as xf = (ld, hc, hp) or xf ′ = (hp, hc, ld). We allow this or-

der affect choice. Health plans are often presented in a table where, say, the rows are the

attributes and the columns the plans. Viewed as menus, such tables always present all

items using the same frame.

We will consider only menus whose items are all presented using the same f . Such

menus are interesting in themselves and widespread in practice. In online stores, items

are often organized in tables—whether they are health plans, investment products like

ETFs, or electronic devices. Also, f -menus allow us to focus on the effects of the presen-

tation order of attributes, removing other phenomena that may arise for general menus.

Nevertheless, notice that our framework makes possible the analsyis of general menu as

explained in the Online Appendix E.

Our baseline model of frame-dependent choice is as follows. Section 4 provides its

axiomatization. Let c(Mf ) be the set of choices from menu Mf . We assume that c(Mf )

is well-defined and nonempty for every Mf .

Definition 1 An attribute-framing (AF) choice model is defined by a pair (α, u), where

u = (ua)a∈A, each ua : La → R is an attribute utility function, and α : {1, . . . , N} → R++

is a weight function that together satisfy, for all f ∈ F and Mf ,

c(Mf ) = arg max
xf∈Mf

N∑
i=1

α(i)uf(i)(xf(i)).

The interpretation is that the decision-maker derives utility from each attribute, which he

has to aggregate somehow. In the model, he does so linearly in a way that depends on the

presentation order of the attributes through the weights α. Thus, attributes presented

early can receive higher or lower weight than later attributes. This means that marginal

rates of substitution between attributes can depend on their presentation position. For

simplicity, hereafter we will always normalize α so that
∑N

i=1 α(i) = 1.6 The additive

structure of our AF model is intuitive and tractable. It is also widely used in studies of

multi-attribute decision making.7 We will relax it in Section 4.

6This model is related to the so-called “expectancy value model” of framing in psychology (e.g.,
Ajzen and Fishbein (1980); Nelson et al. (1997)).

7See, e.g., Lancaster (1966), McFadden (1973), Gorman (1980), Smith and Brynjolfsson (2001), Allen
and Rehbeck (2016).
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In this baseline model, α fully controls the effects of the presentation order of attributes.

By varying the form of α we can capture various effects. We will focus on the main effects

consistently found in the empirical literature: primacy and recency effects.8 We define

them here and give a behavioral characterization in Section 4.

Definition 2 Given the AF model (α, u), the decision-maker exhibits primacy (recency)

effects if α is strictly decreasing (increasing).

We may want to compare decision-makers in terms of how susceptible they are to

attribute framing. For this comparison to be meaningful, their tastes over attributes

should be the same.

Definition 3 Let (α1, u1) and (α2, u2) be AF models of decision-makers 1 and 2. Suppose

for all a ∈ A, u1
a = γu2

a + ζa for some γ > 0 and ζa ∈ R. Decision-maker 1 is more

susceptible to recency (primacy) effects than decision-maker 2 is if

α1(i+ 1)

α1(i)
≥ (≤)

α2(i+ 1)

α2(i)
, i = 1, . . . , N − 1.

In words, decision-maker 1 is more susceptible to recency (primacy) effects than decision-

maker 2 is if α1 increases (decreases) faster than does α2.

After discussing some aspects of this model, we immediately present several applica-

tions. We will later return to the foundations and generalizations to cover non-separable

effects of attributes and frames on choice.

Discussion. It is worth highlighting a premise of our framework. When we study f -

menus it might look as if we are assuming that the decision-maker rigidly follows the order

in which attributes are presented. In fact, what we are assuming is that the exogenously

given f influences the individual’s preferences in a consistent way. In this sense, we

are not interested in why this phenomenon happens; our goal is to develop a framework

to capture it in line with the evidence, as in classical decision theory. Understanding

mechanisms as of why this phenomenon happens is interesting, but is beyond the scope

of this paper. Its purpose is to propose a model that allows standard economic analysis to

take the phenomenon into account, without having to make assumptions on the channels

through which it arises.

Finally, while our primary interpretation of frames is the order in which attributes of

an item are physically presented, other interpretations are possible. One is to view each

8See Kardes and Herr (1990), Haugtvedt and Wegener (1994), Payne et al. (2000), Bond et al. (2007),
Ge et al. (2011).
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position i = 1, . . . , N as a degree of emphasis that the presentation of an item gives to

its attributes (possibly in combination with the attributes’ ordering). For instance, em-

phasizing may involve highlighting an attribute with color and font size or by placing

it in a prominent position on an ad page. The key assumptions are that such attribute

frames should (1) create an objective observable order and (2) work in terms of relative

effects. That is, for instance, increasing all fonts proportionately does not change any-

thing because the relative emphasis stays the same.9 With these assumptions in mind,

one can interpret and apply our model in a variety of settings where the emphasis given

to attributes is part of the observable data. As noted before, this kind of approach to

framing effects complements other channels of salience that have been studied in the lit-

erature, thereby enriching the standard behavioral approach to salience.

3 Framing at Work: Applications

Our model can be applied in a variety of settings to investigate the effects of framing on

concrete choices. For space reasons, we chose to focus on two applications, but to develop

them in some detail. The first analyzes how firms can frame products to influence the

competition they face, in a classic industrial-organization setting. The second application

showcases how to incorporate framing into the analysis of negotiation and some of its

implications. The goal here is not to provide the most general analysis, but to illustrate

the tractability of our approach, its ability to capture real phenomena, and its potential

to offer novel insights that extend to more general settings.

3.1 Look Good, But Not Too Much: Strategic Framing and

Market Competition

This section analyzes how firms can frame products to influence the competition they face.

We show that by ordering their attributes—and thus giving each different emphasis—

firms can create fictitious product differentiation that results in higher profits. Sometimes

incumbents can also use framing to deter entry, but doing so involves some trade-offs.

By describing how attribute orders affect choice, our model allows us to provide insights

into when and how firms achieve these outcomes.

We start from a canonical model of vertical differentiation (Tirole (1988), Ch 7.5.1).

Each of two firms, the incumbent and the entrant, manufactures a product. Their equal

marginal cost is normalized to 0. Entry costs K > 0. Each consumer demands one

9To see that salience is a relative concept, see Milosavljevic et al. (2012) and references therein.
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product. The payoff of a product with intrinsic value v > 0 and price t is

θv − t.

The taste parameter θ is uniformly distributed across consumers between 1
h

and 1
h

+ 1,

where h > 0. Note that the higher h is, the more heterogeneous the consumers are in

relative terms. We assume that h > 1. The payoff of buying nothing is 0.

We modify this model as follows. The products have three attributes: price (p), relia-

bility (r), and build quality (b). The payoff of a product under frame f is

θ[αf (r)xr + αf (b)xb]− αf (p)xp,

where αf (a) = α(f−1(a)) for a ∈ {b, p, r}. Thus, the products’ intrinsic value depends

on the level of r and b. The presentation order affects each attribute’s weight in the

payoff.10 We continue to assume that only θ differs across consumers, while α, ub, and ur

are the same. These assumptions allow us to focus on the interaction between framing

and vertical differentiation. We will analyze primacy effects: α(1) > α(2) > α(3). The

analysis for other forms of α is analogous. To simplify notation, denote the incumbent’s

and the entrant’s product by I = (Ib, Ip, Ir) and E = (Eb, Ep, Er).
11

Each product’s reliability and build quality are exogenous. One interpretation is that

the engineers of each firm have been able to develop its product to a certain degree and

now the marketing team has to choose how to sell it. To make this interesting, we assume

that Ir > Er > 0 and Eb > Ib > 0. Moreover, we also assume that the differences in

reliability and build quality between products offset each other:

Ir − Er = Eb − Ib ≡ δ > 0.

We add this property because, although it is stark and knife-edge, it focuses attention

of the role of framing. Indeed, it implies that the products are overall equivalent for

consumers not affected by framing (i.e., if α is constant), so in this benchmark case

frames play no role and entry would lead to standard Bertrand competition.

The timing is as follows: First, the incumbent chooses f , which also applies to the en-

trant’s product. Second, the entrant decides whether to enter. If it does, the firms com-

pete in prices à la Bertrand; otherwise, the incumbent sets its monopoly price. We as-

sume that the incumbent controls how to frame both products because we are interested

in how it can use framing to influence its competitive landscape. Also, since the incum-

10Note that we can write this payoff in terms of our AF model in Definition 1 as∑3
i=1 α(i)uf(i)(xf(i); θ), where ur(xr; θ) = θxr, ub(xb; θ) = θxb, and up(xp; θ) = −xp.
11We use this lighter notation rather than xI = (xIb , x

I
p, x

I
r) and xE = (xEb , x

E
p , x

E
r ).
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bent is established in the industry, it alone may have the resources to run ads that fix f .

In Appendix A.4 we allow the entrant to choose f for its product.12

Framing allows the incumbent to differentiate its product by emphasizing its superior

reliability and de-emphasizing its inferior build quality. This is a realistic and expected

strategy, of course. The point is that this strategy is limited by the consumers’ suscep-

tibility to framing, and our model allows us to describe and analyze this in a rigorous

manner. Let the difference in intrinsic value between the incumbent’s and the entrant’s

product under f be
δf = [αf (r)− αf (b)]δ,

which is positive if and only if f presents attribute r before b (i.e., f−1(r) < f−1(b)). As

in Tirole (1988), we assume that after entry both firms have a positive market share in

equilibrium.13 We begin by characterizing the continuation equilibrium after entry. All

proofs appear in Appendix A.

Lemma 1 (Framing-Driven Differentiation Equilibrium) Fix f . After entry the

equilibrium prices and profits (denoted by ϕo for oligopoly) of products x and y satisfy

the following properties:

xp =
|δf |

3αf (p)
(2 + h−1) ϕo(xf ) =

xp
3

(2 + h−1)

yp =
|δf |

3αf (p)
(1− h−1) ϕo(yf ) =

yp
3

(1− h−1).

If δf > 0, then x = I and y = E. If δf < 0, then x = E and y = I.

Lemma 1 offers several insights. First, the differentiation created by framing allows

the incumbent to make higher profits, of course by presenting its product as superior

to the competitor’s. In particular, the incumbent captures the top of the market (i.e.,

the consumers with high θ). Thus, by controlling the product frame, firms can not only

boost their appeal with all consumers, but also capture the most profitable ones.14

12This raises the issue of how consumers choose if firms adopt different frames, which we discuss in
the Online Appendix E. As expected, this extension can limit the incumbent’s influence, but does not
change the insights of this simpler setup.

13A sufficient condition is that

δ (h− 1) ≤ 3 min
f∈F

αf (r)Er + αf (b)Eb

|αf (r)− αf (b)|
,

which holds if the products’ intrinsic difference or the consumers’ heterogeneity is sufficiently small (i.e.,
δ or h are low).

14Note that differentiation can depend on framing only if there are at least two attributes other than
the price, which is often the case for most products.
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A second insight is that de-emphasizing prices can raise profits only if products are dif-

ferentiated. Imagine that δ = 0, that is, products are homogeneous. Even if f presents p

at the end, the equilibrium profits are zero—despite consumer heterogeneity in θ. Even

if framing nudges them to weigh prices less, Bertrand competition neutralizes this by

erasing any profit.

Several papers find consistent evidence on how changing the emphasis on prices affects

product choice. In Lynch and Ariely (2000), consumers buy higher quality wine when

prices are displayed not alongside product descriptions, but only later at checkout. Also,

price elasticities are higher for undifferentiated wines (akin to small δ) independently of

price presentation, and when it is harder to notice product differentiation (akin to small

|δf |). In Blake et al. (2018), postponing purchase fees for concert tickets until checkout

induces consumers to buy higher quality tickets and increases revenues from such tickets.

In Smith and Brynjolfsson (2001), perceived differences between otherwise homogeneous

goods help explain markups and price dispersion in online markets. A distinctive feature

of our model is that framing creates the very product differentiation that allows firms to

exploit these marketing strategies.

Through the lens of primacy effects, postponing prices may be interpreted as akin to

obfuscation strategies that weaken price sensitivity by creating search frictions. In Ellison

and Ellison (2009), firms endogenously create such frictions to soften price competition

and raise markups. Ellison and Ellison (2009) argue that “obfuscation could [...] involve

[...] altering [the consumers’] utility functions in a way that raises equilibrium profits.”

They also find that obfuscation raises the price elasticity for low-quality products, but

lowers it for high-quality products. In our model, if δf > 0, the price elasticities of the

entrant’s and incumbent’s demand are (see Appendix A)

Ep

Ip − Ep − δf
hαf (p)

and
Ip

(1 + h)
δf

hαf (p)
− Ip + Ep

.

Note that lowering αf (p) raises the first, but lowers the second. Ellison and Ellison

(2009) note that it is hard to know what the elasticities would be absent obfuscation.

Our model could provide such counterfactuals given estimates of α.

A third insight of Lemma 1 is that the incumbent creates a positive framing externality

on the entrant. By making its product “look better,” the incumbent weakens the com-

petition from the entrant and charges higher prices. This leaves the bottom consumers

exclusively for the entrant, which can then earn a profit. Thus, an incumbent faces a

trade-off in emphasizing strengths and de-emphasizing weaknesses of its product. Doing

so maximizes its value for all consumers—hence, the monopoly profits. However, it also
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emphasizes differences from potential competitors, thereby rendering entry more attrac-

tive for them. The best framing strategy may then differ between contested (low K) and

uncontested (high K) markets.

To characterize the incumbent’s optimal framing strategy, we need to know how it

ranks frames as a monopolist. As we will see, it suffices to focus on three frames:

i fm f ∗ f∗
1 r r p
2 b p r
3 p b b

Letting ϕm denote the monopoly profits, we get (see Lemma 2 in Appendix A)

ϕm(Ifm) > ϕm(If∗) > ϕm(If∗).

We will focus on settings where the incumbent always prefers to remain a monopolist:

ϕm(Ifm) > maxf∈F ϕ
o(If ), which holds if the products’ intrinsic difference δ or the con-

sumers’ heterogeneity h is sufficiently small.15 A monopolist simply uses framing to em-

phasize what its product delivers and de-emphasize what one has to pay for it.

By contrast, under the threat of competition framing becomes a tool to emphasize

strengths and de-emphasize weaknesses relative to the entrant. Framing can be used to

make the market less attractive to entrance. Thus, the optimal strategy is more nuanced

and depends on how consumers respond to framing. Define

α(2) =
[α(1)]2 + [α(3)]2

α(1) + α(3)
and α(2) = α(1)− α(3),

which satisfy α(2) > α(2). We first characterize the cases where framing can never help

deter entry. In these cases, either entry is not a threat and the incumbent uses fm, or

entry is inevitable and the incumbent uses fm or f ∗.

Proposition 1 (Optimal Framing without Entry Deterrence)

If K > ϕo(Efm), the incumbent chooses frame fm and remains a monopolist. If K ≤
min{ϕo(Efm), ϕo(Ef∗)}, the incumbent cannot deter entry; it chooses fm if α(2) < α(2)

and f ∗ if α(2) > α(2).

Note that ϕo(Ef∗) < ϕo(Ef∗), while ϕo(Ef∗) > ϕo(Efm) if and only if α(2) > α(2).

15Indeed, ϕm(Ifm) > maxf∈F ϕ
o(If ) is equivalent to

α(1)Ir + α(2)Ib
α(3)

> δ
4

9

(2h+ 1

h+ 1

)2
max
f∈F

|αf (r)− αf (b)|
αf (p)

(2)

.
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When deterring entry is impossible, the incumbent presents its strengths first, but may

present its price before its weaknesses. If consumers underweight the second attribute

only a little (α(2) > α(2)), the incumbent is forced to present its weakness after its price

to optimally differentiate its product from the entrant’s—which constrains its ability to

weaken price elasticity in its market segment. If instead consumers underweight a lot

the second attribute (α(2) < α(2)), the incumbent can effectively de-emphasize both its

weakness and price, thus presenting the price last.

Next, we describe when the incumbent uses framing to deter entry. This always involves

frames that are suboptimal from the monopolist’s viewpoint. The incumbent shows

its strengths before its weaknesses, but may again emphasize its price by presenting it

earlier—even first. In so doing, the incumbent forgoes some of its appeal to all consumers

in exchange for saving its monopolistic position, by rendering the market less attractive

for the entrant. Thus, framing is used to weaken the power of differentiation, should

entry occur.

Proposition 2 (Optimal Framing with Entry Deterrence)

I: If α(2) > α(2) > α(2), then ϕo(Ef∗) > ϕo(Efm) > ϕo(Ef∗). In this case, if ϕo(Efm) ≥
K > ϕo(Ef∗), the incumbent chooses f∗ and remains a monopolist when the products’ in-

trinsic difference δ or the consumers’ heterogeneity h is sufficiently small.16 Otherwise,

it chooses f ∗ and the entrant enters.

II: If α(2) < α(2), then ϕo(Efm) > ϕo(Ef∗) > ϕo(Ef∗). In this case, we have that

− if ϕo(Efm) ≥ K > ϕo(Ef∗), the incumbent chooses f ∗ and remains a monopolist

when δ or h is sufficiently small;

− if ϕo(Ef∗) ≥ K > ϕo(Ef∗), the incumbent chooses f∗ and remains a monopolist

when δ or h is sufficiently small;

− otherwise, the incumbent chooses fm and the entrant enters.

Note that the incumbent presents its price first only when this successfully deters entry:

This strategy forces the entrant to suffer strong price competition if it enters, but does

not punish the incumbent excessively if it retains its monopolist status.

We conclude with how the incumbent’s framing strategy depends on primitives of the

market, in particular the consumers’ susceptibility to framing.

16The proof expresses this and the following conditions on δ and h as precise inequalities that they
have to satisfy.
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Proposition 3 (Comparative Statics)

− The incumbent is more likely to remain a monopolist and to use framing to deter

entry when intrinsic product difference δ or consumer heterogeneity h is smaller.

− A weaker susceptibility to primacy effects implies that ϕo(Efm) and ϕo(Ef∗) are

lower and that the incumbent is more likely to use f∗ to deter entry. Otherwise, it

has ambiguous effects on ϕo(Ef∗) and the incumbent’s use of f ∗ to deter entry.

If the differentiation allowed by framing is smaller due to lower δ, the post-entry market

is more competitive and less profitable. Thus, entry has to cost less to be a threat. The

incumbent also has more to lose and so is more willing to deter entry, even if this requires

forgoing some monopoly profit. A lower h has similar effects, as it curbs the benefits from

splitting the market between top and bottom consumers. Note that our results shed light

not only on when incumbents use framing to defend their position, but also on how they

do so.

Optimal framing depends in more intricate ways on the consumers’ susceptibility to pri-

macy effects. Weakening it curbs the frames’ ability to create fictitious differentiation—

lowering post-entry profits—but also to deter entry. Either way, weaker primacy effects

can render entry less likely, as frames are less effective at stifling competition after entry

and doing so benefits entrants less.

Our results offer some novel insights into advertisement. These complement the view

that its function is to provide information about available products to consumers who

have fixed tastes. Here, we keep that information fixed and change how it is framed,

which is an important part of advertisement. The discussed benefits of controlling frames

suggests another reason for why firms seek to be presented in prominent positions to

consumers (like in web searches or e-commerce stores). The logic of our results is also

related to the so-called pioneering advantage: Carpenter and Nakamoto (1989) find a

gap between the market shares of pioneers and later entrants that cannot be explained

by switching costs and seems to arise from the process whereby consumers form their

preferences.

As a final note, the main insights of this section would carry over to settings with more

than two attributes (in addition to the price). Having more attributes would give the

incumbent more ways to render the market less attractive for entry, that is, to manipulate

the fictitious differentiation δf . This means that, in such settings, the incumbent may

still prefer not to present its price last if there are weaknesses that can be de-emphasized

more to deter entry, without losing as much potential profits. At the same time, the

incumbent may not have to present its price first so as to deter entry.
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3.2 Break the Impasse: Framing in Negotiations

Framing is often regarded as an important negotiation technique (see, e.g., Donohue

et al. (2011) and references therein). This is based on the fact that the way a party de-

scribes his offer strongly affects how others view it. Framing occurs in every negotiation

whether parties are aware of it or not. The party controlling the framing process can

define a negotiation to its advantage. Positioning a product advantageously at the out-

set of every negotiation is viewed as essential for consistently favorable outcomes. Some-

times re-framing problems helps break an impasse. One framing technique often used

involves actively focusing attention on some aspects of a problem and leaving others in

the background, thereby shaping the other parties’ frame of reference and what they pay

attention to. Negotiators usually emphasize what they believe are important and advan-

tageous aspects for them. They may also take others’ viewpoints into account so as to

offer solutions that reach win-win outcomes.

Despite its importance, modeling framing in negotiations and how it is used has been

challenging. We believe that our model provides a step forward in tractability and offers

some insights into how the proposing party may select which aspects are important and

advantageous in framing a negotiation.

We start from a simple specification of the problem to highlight the main mechanics

of how to deal with disagreement concerning attribute levels. We then move to the

more general case in Section 3.2.2, where attributes are allowed to have different relative

importance for the parties.

3.2.1 A Warm-up

Two agents, called the proposer P (she) and the receiver R (he), negotiate over a problem

that involves several attributes. Let La = R for all a ∈ A. A specification of these

attributes under f defines an item xf in our model. Let agent j’s payoff from xf be

−
N∑
i=1

α(i)(xf(i) − x̄jf(i))
2,

where x̄jf(i) ∈ R is the bliss point of attribute i for agent j. That is, agents differ only

with respect to their bliss points. To avoid trivial cases, we assume that x̄Pa 6= x̄Ra for all

a ∈ A. Without loss of generality, we assume that α is strictly decreasing.

The negotiation proceeds as follows. The proposer chooses frame f ∈ F and an item

xf to maximize her payoff. The receiver accepts xf if and only if his payoff is at least as

large as the reservation utility uR ∈ R−. We assume that the receiver would not accept
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the proposer’s bliss item x̄P under any frame:

uR > −max
f∈F

N∑
i=1

α(i)(x̄Pf(i) − x̄Rf(i))
2. (3)

For now, let the proposer’s reservation utility be uP = −∞.

Before we solve the model, a few remarks are in order. First, we assume that the

agents disagree only in their bliss points, but have otherwise the same preferences. This

is because we want to focus on how the proposer exploits differences across attributes to

frame the problem by emphasizing some attributes over others, which is the core of our

paper. This aspect would be obfuscated by differences between the agents’ preferences.

Second, we can interpret our model as the first period of a repeated bargaining with

alternating offers. In this case, uR is the payoff the first-period receiver expects from

rejecting, calculated by backward induction as usual. Since in such bargaining models

usually an agreement is reached immediately, we do not explicitly allow for multiple

rounds to keep things simple and focus on our novel framing aspects. It is immediate

to deduce from the following analysis how our results depend on changes in uR due to

the possibility of future counteroffers or to discounting. This bargaining interpretation

also justifies assuming that preferences are symmetric between the agents (except their

bliss points): The only difference between them is that one is selected first to make an

offer. Another interpretation of why the proposer’s payoff depends on framing is that he

is a third party who acts on behalf of a client and hence internalizes how the client will

perceive the outcome based on its presentation.

We start from the proposer’s offer given any frame. By standard steps (provided in

Appendix B), the optimal level of each attribute is

xf(i)(λ) =
λx̄Rf(i) + x̄Pf(i)

λ+ 1
, (4)

λ =
1√
−uR

√√√√ N∑
i=1

α(i)(x̄Pf(i) − x̄Rf(i))
2 − 1,

where λ is the Lagrange multiplier of the receiver’s participation constraint. Note that

condition (3) ensures that λ is strictly positive.

Given this, it is easy to see how the proposer will choose to frame her offer. The utilities

she gets from the optimal offer is

uP (xf (λ)) = uRλ2.

Since uR is negative, the proposer wants to minimize λ. She can do this by choosing a
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frame that orders the attributes from the one on which the two agents agree the most—

i.e., their bliss points are closest—to the one on which they agree the least. That is,

the proposer wants to start with and thus emphasize the attributes that generate less

disagreement, while leaving the most contentious attributes for the end. This intuitive

insight holds in more general settings with richer functional forms, yet other forces also

determine optimal frames. In fact, the next section shows that once we allow attributes

to differ in relative importance, new and complex mechanics emerge, which we can study

through the lens of our framework.

3.2.2 General Case: Important Attributes versus Sensitive Attributes

The setting is the same as before, except that now agent j’s payoff from xf is

N∑
i=1

α(i)uf(i)(xf(i); x̄
j
f(i)), where ua(xa; x̄

j
a) = βa − γa(xa − x̄ja)2,

x̄ja, βa ∈ R, and γa > 0 for all a ∈ A. Again, we interpret x̄ja as agent j’s bliss point for a

and we assume that x̄Pa 6= x̄Ra for all a ∈ A. We can interpret ua(·; x̄ja) as a second-order

Taylor approximation of a single-peaked function around the bliss point. Importantly,

βa and γa can differ across attributes. Note that we can replace each ua with

ûa(xa; x̄
j
a) =

βa∑
a′∈A βa′

[
1− γa

βa
(xa − x̄ja)2

]
= β̂a[1− γ̂a(xa − x̄ja)2],

without changing the agents’ preferences. Thus, βa is directly related to the relative

importance of attribute a for the agents and γa to their sensitivity to deviations from the

bliss point. Finally, as before, we assume that α is strictly decreasing.

The negotiation proceeds as before. We assume that there are proposals other than the

bliss item x̄R which the receiver would accept, but she would not accept the proposer’s

bliss item x̄P under any frame:

min
f∈F

N∑
i=1

α(i)βf(i) > uR > max
f∈F

N∑
i=1

α(i)[βf(i) − γf(i)(x̄
P
f(i) − x̄Rf(i))

2]. (5)

Note that the minimum in the first inequality is without loss of generality: If some f leads

to
∑N

i=1 α(i)βf(i) < uR, it is not possible to satisfy the receiver’s participation constraint

under f , so we can simply remove it from F . Again, for now let the proposer’s reservation

utility be uP = −∞. For the same reasons as before, we continue to assume that the

agents disagree only in their bliss points, but have otherwise the same preferences (in

terms of βa or γa).

We start from the proposer’s offer given any frame. As in equation (4), the proposer
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optimally offers a compromise between bliss points for every attribute. The easier it is

to convince the receiver to accept—as captured by a lower λ—the more this compromise

caters to the proposer’s bliss point. Indeed, xf (λ) also has to satisfy

N∑
i=1

α(i)[βf(i) − γf(i)(xf(i)(λ)− x̄Rf(i))
2] = uR, (6)

where the left-hand side increases in λ. This is where the choice of f matters, as it can

help satisfy (6) and thus lower λ.

To examine the proposer’s optimal framing, we proceed as follows (see Appendix B

for details). Using (4) and (6), we can substitute xf (λ) and λ in the proposer’s payoff

function and derive a reduced objective that depends only on f :

UP (f) = B(f)−
[√

Γ(f)−
√
B(f)− uR

]2

,

where

Γ(f) =
N∑
i=1

α(i)γf(i)(x̄
P
f(i) − x̄Rf(i))

2 and B(f) =
N∑
i=1

α(i)βf(i).

Crucially, UP (f) increases as Γ(f) decreases and as B(f) increases. Thus, the proposer

faces a trade-off between emphasizing important attributes (high βa) and attributes that

involve little disagreement (low γa|x̄Ra − x̄Pa |). We may then conclude the following.

Proposition 4 (Optimal Framing in Negotiations) If attributes a and a′ satisfy βa >

βa′ and γa|x̄Ra − x̄Pa | < γa′|x̄Ra′− x̄Pa′|, then every optimal frame f presents a before a′ (i.e.,

f−1(a) < f−1(a′)).

The takeaway here is that the proposer should present earlier attributes which are

important and involve little disagreement and should present later attributes which are

unimportant and involve significant disagreement. Things are more subtle for important

but highly conflictual attributes, which should be presented in middle positions. The

point, however, is that it is possible that the proposer strategically de-emphasizes some

attribute of the negotiation, despite its being very important, so as to weaken the impact

of the disagreement with the receiver on that attribute. For this to be the case, the gain

through Γ(f) has to dominate on the loss through B(f).

In our model, framing can also emerge as a tool to break an impasse. Consider again the

interpretation of agent P as acting on behalf of a client. Suppose the client’s reservation

utility now satisfies uP > −∞. By assumption (5), for any frame f the proposer can

always find a deal that the receiver accepts. Yet, this deal may be unacceptable for the
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proposer’s client, unless framed in the right way. Consider the generic case in which

framing matters:

UP (fP ) = min
f∈F

UP (f) < max
f∈F

UP (f) = UP (f̄P ).

Corollary 1 (Breaking the Impasse) If the reservation utility of the proposer satis-

fies UP (fP ) < uP < UP (f̄P ), then using frame fP leads to an impasse, while using f̄P

leads to an agreement.

Thus, our model captures the common intuition that successful negotiators are those who

also have the skill of finding the right way to frame things. Moreover, by being explicit

about how framing works, the model can offer insights into useful strategies to break an

impasse.

Finally, one may wonder whether more susceptibility to framing effects always benefits

the proposer in negotiations. Consider two proposer-receiver pairs that differ only in

α, denoted by α1 for the first pair and α2 for the second. Suppose α1 exhibits more

susceptibility to primacy effects than α2 (Definition 3).

Corollary 2 Fix ūR and suppose more important attributes also involve less disagree-

ment (i.e., βa > βa′ if and only if γa|x̄Ra − x̄Pa | < γa′ |x̄Ra′ − x̄Pa′ | for all a, a′ ∈ A). Then,

more susceptibility to framing always benefits the proposer.

Without this inverse relation between importance and disagreement across attributes,

more susceptibility to framing can harm the proposer as shown next.

Example 2 There are two attributes, a and a′, which satisfy βa = 0, βa′ = 1, γa(x̄
R
a −

x̄Pa )2 = 1, and γa′(x̄
R
a′ − x̄Pa′)

2 = 1 + z where z > 0. Suppose uR = 0 (this is just a

normalization). Slightly abusing notation, let α(1) = α ∈
(

1
2
, 1
)

and α(2) = 1−α. Thus,

more susceptibility to primacy effects here means higher α. Let f present first a and f ′

present first a′. The proposer’s payoff is either

UP (f) = 1− α−
[√

1 + (1− α)z −
√

1− α
]2

or
UP (f ′) = α−

[√
1 + αz −

√
α
]2

.

We will show that there exist z and ᾱ such that each payoff is strictly decreasing in α

for α > ᾱ. In this case, the proposer is worse off when she and the receiver are more

susceptible to framing. By simple steps, ∂UP (f)
∂α

< 0 and ∂UP (f ′)
∂α

< 0 if and only if

1
α

+ z√
1
α

+ z − 1
< z <

1
1−α + z√
1

1−α + z − 1
.
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Note that the left term is decreasing in α, the right term is increasing in α, and

lim
α→1

1
1−α + z√
1

1−α + z − 1
= +∞.

Evaluated at α = 1, the first inequality holds if

1

z
+ 2 <

√
1 + z,

hence for sufficiently large but finite z. Given this z, there exists ᾱ such that both deriva-

tives are strictly negative for α > ᾱ.

4 Axiomatizations and Extensions

4.1 Behavioral Characterization of AF Models

To characterize our model, we enrich the choice domain by allowing for (simple) lotteries

over items. This provides enough structure for the task. The idea is that each item

involves some risk: Its attributes are presented in a specific order, but (the consequences

of) their levels can be uncertain at the time of choice. For instance, when choosing

between a new sedan or a used SUV, a buyer may not know which will better serve

his needs. We will rely only on lotteries whose support involves items all framed in

the same way. Such lotteries belong to ∆(Xf ) and are denoted by pf , qf , and rf . To

simplify notation, we denote binary lotteries that yield xf with probability p and yf with

probability 1− p by
(xf , yf ; p)

An f -menu Mf is a subset of ∆(Xf ). We assume that |A| = N ≥ 3; one can allow for

N = 2 at the cost of stronger separability axioms.

As the primitive data, we assume that we can observe the decision-maker’s choices

from all f -menus. This choice set is denoted by c(Mf ) and has the usual interpretation.

Note that the frames of each item in a menu are part of the dataset.

Our basic assumption is that as long as all items in a menu are framed in the same way,

the decision-maker satisfies standard rationality assumptions. That is, we can describe

her choices as the maximization of some utility function which can depend at most on

the frame. We go one step further and assume that she is an expected-utility maximizer.

We present these properties directly as an assumption because they follow from standard

axioms.
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Assumption 1 (f-EU Representation) For every f ∈ F , there exists a function wf :

Xf → R such that for every Mf

c(Mf ) = arg max
qf∈Mf

vf (qf ), where vf (qf ) =
∑

xf∈supp qf

wf (xf )qf (xf ).

To characterize our AF model in Definition 1, we then need to find properties of c that

correspond to each wf taking the form

wf (xf ) =
N∑
i=1

α(i)uf(i)(xf(i))

for some α : {1, . . . , N} → R++ and ua : La → R for all a ∈ A. We organize these

properties in four axioms.

Axiom 1 is a simple non-triviality condition: For no attribute the decision-maker is

indifferent between all its possible levels. To state this and later properties formally, let

xf(−i) be the description of item xf excluding position i.17

Axiom 1 (Non-triviality) For every a ∈ A, there exists xa, ya ∈ La such that, if

f(1) = a and xf(−1) = yf(−1), then c(xf , yf ) = {xf}.

Axiom 2 is inspired by standard separability axioms as in Debreu (1960): How the

decision maker trades off the levels of any two attributes does not depend on the levels

of other attributes. We relax this in Section 4.2.

Axiom 2 (Separability) Fix f ∈ F and any j, k ∈ {1, . . . , N}. For all xf , x′f , yf , y′f
that satisfy xf(i) = yf(i) and x′f(i) = y′f(i) for i = j, k and xf(i) = x′f(i) and yf(i) = y′f(i) for

all i 6= j, k, we have
c(xf , x

′
f ) = c(yf , y

′
f ).

Axiom 3 captures the property that the decision-maker’s tastes for each attribute do

not depend on the position in which the attributes are presented.

Axiom 3 (Taste Framing Independence) For every i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N , a ∈ A, and

f, f ′ ∈ F such that f(i) = a and f ′(j) = a, the following holds: If pf(i), qf(i) ∈ ∆(Lf(i)),

p̂f ′(j) = pf(i), q̂f ′(j) = qf(i), xf(−i) = yf(−i), and x̂f ′(−j) = ŷf ′(−j), then

c((pf(i), xf(−i)), (qf(i), yf(−i))) = c((p̂f ′(j), x̂f ′(−j)), (q̂f ′(j), ŷf ′(−j))).

Axiom 4 exploits the cardinality of expected utility to identify how the decision-maker

weights attributes based on their presentation. The idea is to consider three items that

17We write c(pf , . . . , qf ) for c({pf , . . . , qf}) to simplify notation.
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differ in only two attributes. One item is better in both attributes, one is worse in both

attributes, and one is in between. Consider a lottery between the best and worst item that

the decision-maker deems indifferent to the in-between item. The requirement is that this

lottery depends at most on the presentation positions of the two different attributes. To

formalize this, for every a ∈ A we say that xa is strictly preferred to ya—written xa � ya—

if c(xf , yf ) = {xf} whenever f(1) = a, xf(1) = xa, yf(1) = ya, and xf(−1) = yf(−1). Now fix

any i = 2, . . . , N . Given any xf , yf , and zf such that xf(1) � zf(1) = yf(1), xf(i) = zf(i) �
yf(i), and xf(j) = yf(j) = zf(j) for all j 6= 1, i, define pxyzf as the probability that satisfies

{(xf , yf ; pxyzf ), zf} = c((xf , yf ; pxyzf ), zf ).

Axiom 4 (Position Dependence) Let f, f ′ ∈ F satisfy f(1) = f ′(1) and f(i) = f ′(j).

Let pxyzf and pxyzf ′ be as in Definition 4. If xf(i) = xf ′(j), yf(i) = yf ′(j), and zf(i) = zf ′(j),

then pxyzf
1− pxyzf

= g(i, j)
pxyzf ′

1− pxyzf ′
where g(i, j) ∈ R can depend only on i and j.

This axiom certainly imposes significant structure on c. However, note that a standard

model without framing effects would require g(i, j) = 1 for all i, j.

Theorem 1 (AF Representation) Under Assumption 1, Axioms 1–4 hold if and only

if c has an AF representation: There exists α : {1, . . . , N} → R++ and non-constant

ua : La → R for every a ∈ A that satisfy, for all f ∈ F and Mf ,

c(Mf ) = arg max
xf∈Mf

N∑
i=1

α(i)uf(i)(xf(i)).

The proofs of this section appear in Appendix C.

4.1.1 Behavioral Characterization of Primacy and Recency Effects

We now characterize the attribute-framing effects and the comparison between decision-

makers in Definitions 2 and 3. To this end, we define primacy and recency effects in

terms of observable data using specific lotteries.

Definition 4 (Calibration Lottery) Fix any i = 1, . . . , N − 1. Let xf , yf , and zf be

such that xf(i) = zf(i) � yf(i), xf(i+1) � zf(i+1) = yf(i+1), and xf(j) = zf(j) = yf(j) for

j 6= i, i + 1. Obtain xf ′, yf ′, and zf ′ by swapping only the attributes in positions i and

i+ 1. Given this, define pixyzf and pixyzf ′ as the probabilities that satisfy

{(xf , yf ; pixyzf ), zf} = c((xf , yf ; p
i
xyzf

), zf )
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and
{(xf ′ , yf ′ ; pixyzf ′ ), zf ′} = c((xf ′ , yf ′ ; p

i
xyzf ′

), zf ′).

Intuitively, zf dominates yf in an earlier attribute, while zf ′ dominates yf ′ in a later

attribute. Thus, pixyzf should be higher (lower) than pixyzf ′ if the decision-maker is affected

by primacy (recency) effects.

Definition 5 (Revealed Primacy/Recency Effects) For i = 1, . . . , N − 1, define

pixyzf and pixyzf ′ as above. Then, c exhibits primacy (recency) effects if

pixyzf > (<) pixyzf ′ for all i = 1, . . . , N − 1.

Proposition 5 Let (α, u) be an AF representation of c. Then, c exhibits a primacy

(recency) effect if and only if α is strictly decreasing (increasing).

We now turn to comparing individuals’ susceptibility to attribute framing. For this

to be meaningful, we should only compare individuals who have the same tastes for

attributes.

Definition 6 (Revealed Same Tastes) Decision-maker 1 and 2 exhibit the same tastes

for attributes if c1 and c2 have the following property. For every a ∈ A, f ∈ F that sat-

isfies f(1) = a, and pf(1), qf(1) ∈ ∆(Lf(1)),

c1((pf(1), xf(−1)), (qf(1), yf(−1))) = c2((pf(1), xf(−1)), (qf(1), yf(−1))).

This explains Definition 3 because if c1 and c2 have this property, u1
a and u2

a represent

the same vN-M preference over ∆(La), hence u1
a = γau

2
a + ζa for γa > 0 and ζa ∈ R.

Definition 7 (Revealed Comparative Primacy) Suppose that decision-makers 1 and

2 exhibit the same tastes for attributes. Decision-maker 1 is more susceptible to primacy

effect than decision-maker 2 is if, for all i = 1, . . . , N − 1,

{(xf , yf ; pixyxf ), zf} = c2((xf , yf ; p
i
xyzf

), zf )⇒ zf ∈ c1((xf , yf ; p
i
xyzf

), zf )

and
{(xf ′ , yf ′ ; pixyzf ′ ), zf ′} = c2((xf ′ , yf ′ ; p

i
xyzf ′

), zf ′)

⇒ (xf ′ , yf ′ ; p
i
xyzf ′

) ∈ c1((xf ′ , yf ′ ; p
i
xyzf ′

), zf ′).

Definition 8 (Revealed Comparative Recency) Suppose that decision-makers 1 and

2 exhibit the same tastes for attributes. Decision maker 1 is more susceptible to recency

effect than decision-maker 2 is if, for all i = 1, . . . , N − 1,
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{(xf , yf ; pixyzf ), zf} = c2((xf , yf ; p
i
xyzf

), zf )⇒ (xf , yf ; p
i
xyzf

) ∈ c1((xf , yf ; p
i
xyzf

)), zf )

and

{(xf ′ , yf ′ ; pixyzf ′ ), zf ′} = c2((xf ′ , yf ′ ; p
i
xyzf ′

), zf ′)⇒ zf ′ ∈ c1((xf ′ , yf ′ ; p
i
xyzf ′

), zf ′).

The next result maps these behavioral comparisons into properties of our AF repre-

sentation, thereby providing the foundations for Definition 3.

Proposition 6 Suppose decision-makers 1 and 2 can be represented by AF models (α1, u1)

and (α2, u2) and exhibit the same tastes for attributes. Decision-maker 1 is more suscep-

tible to primacy (recency) effect than decision-maker 2 is if and only if

α1(i)

α1(i+ 1)
≥ (≤)

α2(i)

α2(i+ 1)
, i = 1, . . . , N − 1.

4.2 Framing without Separability

In this section we propose a way to relax the additive structure of AF models. To this

end, it helps to transition to a random-choice framework. This also allows us to develop a

model that can be more easily applied to empirical analysis, which often examines framing

in terms of how it affects the probability of choosing an item. In the vast literature on

random choice, several papers include observable attributes of choice items (Lancaster

(1966), McFadden (1973), Gorman (1980), Allen and Rehbeck (2016)). We also include

their framing as part of the dataset to study its effects.18

Our primitive data is therefore as follows. For every finite Mf ⊂ ∆(Xf ), we assume to

observe the probability that the decision-maker chooses each qf ∈Mf , denoted by

π(qf ,Mf ).

This has the usual interpretation of the random-choice literature.19 The item frames are

again assumed to be part of the dataset.

We continue to assume that as long as all items in a menu are framed in the same way,

we can describe behavior using a standard model. We start from a canonical Luce repre-

18Gul et al. (2014) propose a related, but different, approach where the decision-maker subjectively
frames multi-attribute items. Their elegant analysis identifies how she treats items as more or less
substitute based on the subjective similarity of attributes. This approach is silent about the role of
objective and exogenous frames. It seems possible that exogenous and subjective frames interact, opening
an interesting connection between our and their work. For a study of how ordering of alternatives might
affect choice in the Luce model, see Tserenjigmid (2021).

19See, e.g., Luce (1959), Block and Marschak (1960), Marschak (1974), Gul and Pesendorfer (2006),
Manzini and Mariotti (2014), and Apesteguia and Ballester (2018).
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sentation and later consider more general models of random choice. We again introduce

this representation directly as an assumption, because it follows from well-known axioms.

Assumption 2 (f-EU Luce Representation) For every f ∈ F , there exists a func-

tion wf : Xf → R such that for every finite Mf ⊂ ∆(Xf )

π(qf ,Mf ) =
evf (qf )∑

q′f∈Mf
evf (q′f )

, where vf (qf ) =
∑

xf∈supp qf

wf (xf )qf (xf ). (7)

The basic premise of this paper is that people often encounter attributes of items in

an exogenous order and this may affect their choices. One way to keep this premise

while relaxing additivity is to allow the weight a decision maker assigns to the utility of

an attribute to depend on its presentation position as well as the attributes that come

before it. That is, this decision maker—let’s call her Ann—may aggregate the utilities

across attributes as follows:

wf (xf ) =
N∑
i=1

uf(i)(xf(i))Q(i, xf(i−1), . . . , xf(1)).

On practical grounds, it is valuable to impose more structure on the dependence of Q on

earlier attributes. We therefore introduce and characterize the form

Q(i, xf(i−1), . . . , xf(1)) = α(i) exp

{
i−1∑
k=1

φk(uf(k)(xf(k)))

}
, (8)

where α : {1, . . . , N} → R++, φi : U → R for all i = 1, . . . , N with U = ∪a∈Aua(La)
(i.e., the union of the ranges of all attribute-specific utility functions), and by convention∑0

k=1 φk(uf(k)(xf(k))) ≡ 0. We refer to this model by the triplet (α, u, φ), where u =

(ua)a∈A and φ = (φi)
N
i=1. If each φi is constant, we obtain a random-choice version of our

baseline AF model.20

The idea behind expression (8) is that the utility from attributes presented earlier

affects the weight assigned to later attributes. The first impression left by the early

attributes matters also because it affects the responsiveness to later impressions. For

example, suppose each φk is decreasing. Then, the more Ann likes early attributes, the

less she weighs later attributes. Put differently, she may underweight later attributes

not just because they come later, but also because earlier attributes are already pretty

good. Other possible interpretations are that Ann pays less attention to later attributes

if earlier ones are good enough; if instead early attributes are not good, she may look

for reasons to like an item by carefully inspecting later attributes (decreasing φk), or she

20The model defined by (8) is related to Epstein (1983), to which we owe significant inspiration for
our characterization.
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may become suspicious and lose interest (increasing φk). In this way, the model allows

for smooth forms of satisficing across attributes.

Our characterization involves four axioms. First, suppose items x and y differ only in

attribute a and Ann prefers xa to ya. Then, we would expect that she also prefers x to y—

in probabilistic terms, she is more likely to choose x than y—no matter what the frame is.

Axiom 5 (Attribute Monotonicity) For every i = 1, . . . , N−1, a ∈ A, and f, f ′ ∈ F
such that f(N) = a and f ′(i) = a, the following holds: If xf(N) = x̂f ′(i) = xa, yf(N) =

ŷf ′(i) = ya, xf(−N) = yf(−N), and x̂f ′(−i) = ŷf ′(−i), then

π(xf |{xf , yf}) ≥
1

2
⇒ π(x̂f ′ |{x̂f ′ , ŷf ′}) ≥

1

2
.

This intuitive property rules out some predictions that are possible under expression (8)

without further restrictions, but are highly unrealistic. If attribute a appears in position

k < N and φk is decreasing, the better xa reduces more the weight Ann assigns to later

attributes than does ya. If this effect is strong enough, Ann’s overall value of x may be

smaller than that of y, leading her to choose y more often. Such violations of simple

dominance seem implausible.

Axiom 6 considers the comparison of items whose attributes are identical up to some

position i. It states that the levels of such attributes do not affect how Ann trades off

the attributes after position i. Given any xf , let xif = (xf(1), . . . , xf(i)). Note that for

pf ∈ ∆(×Nk=i+1Lf(k)), the object (xif , pf ) defines a lottery in ∆(Xf ).

Axiom 6 (Common-Root Independence) Fix any f ∈ F and i = 1, . . . , N − 1. For

all (xif , pf ), (yif , pf ), (xif , qf ), and (yif , qf ) in ∆(Xf ), we have

π((xif , pf )|{(xif , pf ), (xif , qf )}) = π((yif , pf )|{(yif , pf ), (yif , qf )}).

Axiom 7 considers the comparison of items whose attributes are identical after some

position. It requires that how these identical attributes are ordered does not affect Ann’s

choice.

Axiom 7 (Tail Frame Invariance) Fix i ≥ 2 and any f, f ′ ∈ F that satisfy f(k) =

f ′(k) for k ≤ i− 1. Let xf and yf satisfy xf(k) = yf(k) for k ≥ i. Let x̂f ′ and ŷf ′ satisfy

xf(k) = x̂f ′(k) and yf(k) = ŷf ′(k) for k ≤ i − 1 and xf ′(k) = x̂f ′(k) and yf ′(k) = ŷf ′(k) for

k ≥ i. Then, the following holds

π(xf |{xf , yf}) = π(x̂f ′ |{x̂f ′ , ŷf ′}).

Finally, similarly to Axiom 4 for the AF model, Axiom 8 exploits comparisons between

frames to identify their effects. It allows the effect of postponing an attribute in the

presentation order to depend on the level of the attributes that precede it.
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Axiom 8 (Lasting Impressions) For all f, f ′ ∈ F that satisfy f(i) = f ′(1) for i 6= 1,

the following holds: If xf(i) 6= x̂f(i), xf(i) = yf ′(1), x̂f(i) = ŷf ′(1), xf(−i) = x̂f(−i), yf ′(−1) =

ŷf ′(−1), and π(yf ′ , {yf ′ , ŷf ′}) 6= π(ŷf ′ , {yf ′ , ŷf ′}), then

π(xf , {xf , x̂f})
π(x̂f , {xf , x̂f})

= r(i, xf(1), . . . , xf(i−1))
π(yf ′ , {yf ′ , ŷf ′})
π(ŷf ′ , {yf ′ , ŷf ′})

.

This is where we relax additive separability. In fact, if we required r to depend at most

on i, we would obtain that each φi is constant and hence a random-choice version of our

AF model.

Before stating our result, we introduce the restrictions on (α, u, φ) implied by our

axioms (in particular Axiom 5). For all f ∈ F , xf ∈ Xf , and i = 1, . . . , N − 1, let

Ri
α,u,φ(xf ) =

N∑
j=i+1

uf(j)(xf(j))α(j) exp

{
j−1∑
k=i+1

φk(uf(k)(xf(k)))

}
,

which is the residual value of xf after position i. For all a ∈ A and xa ∈ La, let

σiu,φ(xa, ya) = −e
φi(ua(xa)) − eφi(ua(ya))

ua(xa)− ua(ya)
.

This measures the relative strength of the framing and direct effect on an item’s value

of changing xa with ya in position i. The next condition ensures that this direct effect

always dominates, taking into account the residual value of an item.

Definition 9 (Regularity) The model (α, u, φ) is regular if for all i = 1, . . . , N , f ∈ F ,

and xf ∈ Xf

α(i) ≥ sup
yf(i)∈Lf(i)

σiu,φ(xf(i), yf(i))R
i
α,u,φ(xf ).

This condition looks complex due to its generality, but is also intuitive. It exactly charac-

terizes our model as the next theorem shows. Note that it holds automatically if all φi are

increasing and all ua are positive, or if all φi are decreasing and all ua are negative. In ap-

plications, it is easy to select regular (α, u, φ). If all ua are bounded and all φi are differen-

tiable, we can ensure regularity by assuming an appropriate bound on each derivative φ′i.

Theorem 2 Axioms 5–8 hold if and only if there exist regular (α, u, φ) such that for

every f ∈ F the function wf in expression (7) satisfies

wf (xf ) =
N∑
i=1

uf(i)(xf(i))α(i) exp

{
i−1∑
k=1

φk(uf(k)(xf(k)))

}
.
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4.3 Framing in Perturbed-Utility Models

We briefly discuss how to connect our theory of attribute framing with the perturbed-

utility model of Fudenberg et al. (2015). This provides a more general way of modeling

stochastic choice influenced by such framing effects.

Fudenberg et al. (2015) describe the choice probabilities as resulting from a maximiza-

tion problem: Ann maximizes the expected utility of her choices net of some cost that is

convex in probabilities. Formally, for every Mf

(π(xf |Mf ), . . . , π(yf |Mf )) ∈ arg max
π∈∆(Mf )

{ ∑
zf∈Mf

v(zf )π(zf )− χ(π(zf ))
}
,

where χ is a perturbation function that may reward Ann for randomizing.

We connect the two models building on Fudenberg et al.’s (2015) elegant analysis.

Given any continuous and strictly increasing function h : (0, 1)→ R+, define the marginal

cost as
χ′(π) = ln(h(π)).

Fudenberg et al. (2015) show that the utility of any two items xf and yf satisfies

vf (xf )− vf (yf ) = χ′(π(xf |{xf , yf}))− χ′(π(yf |{xf , yf})).

Our previous characterizations involved specifying properties of payoff differences of the

form vf (xf ) − vf (yf ) through our axioms. Thus, to specify similar properties in the

perturbed-utility framework, we only need to reformulate our axioms in terms of the

“rescaled” probabilities h(π(xf |{xf , yf})).

4.4 Framing in Rational-Inattention Models

We can also connect our theory of attribute framing with the random-choice model based

on rational inattention proposed by Matějka and McKay (2015). Recall that we can think

of Mf as a table, where attributes correspond to the rows i = 1, . . . , N and items to the

columns j = 1, . . . , |Mf |. Then, choosing an item leads to the consequence of getting the

attributes (xjf(i))
N
i=1 in the corresponding column j.

The rational-inattention model is based on the idea that the decision-maker is uncertain

about the consequences of his choices and spends costly attention to learn about them.

In our case, suppose Bob is uncertain about the entries of the table (i.e., Mf ) and so

about the levels of the attributes obtained by selecting a specific item (i.e., column). Let

G be his prior about the entries of menus. As in Matějka and McKay (2015), suppose

Bob allocates attention to the items in a menu incurring a cost in the form of entropy
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reduction. Following Matějka and McKay (2015), the solution to Bob’s optimal attention-

allocation problem leads to the choice probabilities

π(xjf |Mf ) =
πjevf (xjf )∑
j′ π

j′evf (xj
′

f )
, where πi = EG[π(xif |Mf )] (9)

for every Mf . Thus, for every realization of the entries in table Mf , the probability

that Bob chooses the item in column j is similar to our Luce model (7), except for the

additional weights πj. Each πj equals the ex-ante probability of choosing the item in

column j averaging over all realizations of Mf .

We can connect our theory with this model as follows. Note that expression (9) implies

that, for fixed column j,

vf (x
j
f )− vf (y

j
f ) = ln(π(xjf |Mf ))− ln(π(yjf |Mf )).

This again suggests a simple way to adapt our axioms to specialize the function vf in the

present context as we did in the previous characterizations.

The flexibility of Matejka and Makay’s (2015) framework allows for several extensions

of our theory of attribute-framing effects. First, it allows to overcome some of the well-

known limitations of the Luce model (like unrealistic responses to item copies). More

interestingly for us, it allows for interactions between attribute-order and list-order ef-

fects. To illustrate the point, suppose that as Bob goes through the columns from left

to right, he gets tired and pays less attention to later columns. In this case, no mat-

ter what, he is overall less likely to choose items in later columns (i.e., πj > πj+1 for all

j). This can be formalized by assuming a prior G specifying that later columns are very

likely to have sufficiently bad attribute realizations. Importantly, the average weights πj

have to be consistent with the actual choice frequencies, which are affected by the at-

tribute frames. Therefore, those frames ultimately influence the list-order effects. We

leave studying such interactions for future research.

5 Final Remarks

We introduced a model of framing effects that explicitly takes into account how alterna-

tives are presented to people. The order or emphasis given to the attributes of available

items can influence which is chosen. This is at odds with mainstream choice theory for

which the presentation of the attributes should be irrelevant, but is in line with rich em-

pirical evidence suggesting that such effects should be taken into account when studying

choice behavior.
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The model provides a first theoretical structure to understand such attribute-framing

effects. It provides testable predictions and the possibility to compare framing effects

across individuals. It can be easily generalized to allow for richer framing effects. In par-

ticular, it may open a bridge between attribute-order effects and list-order effects. More-

over, the model has several interesting implications, which we illustrated in applications

to competition among firms and negotiation.

Furthermore, our model offers a steppingstone to formulating and addressing many

other questions about the effects of framing the attributes of choice alternatives. We

believe their analysis belongs to follow-up papers. However, we briefly discuss some of

these questions in the Online Appendix. The first is how framing affects choice when the

available alternatives are framed in different ways. Our model allows us to formulate hy-

potheses of such effects on behavior that can be tested with data and then turned into

a usable model of choice. The second question relates to a large body of evidence show-

ing that people often engage in motivated reasoning, rationalization, self-deception, self-

justification, and reduction of cognitive dissonance by strategically presenting to them-

selves situations and decisions in the most favorable perspective (Bénabou and Tirole

(2016)). We argue that our framework can provide a way to capture self-serving perspec-

tive manipulation in a disciplined manner. We connect this point with the ideas of deci-

sion utility and experienced utility (Kahneman et al. (1997); Kahneman et al. (1999)) and

with the well-known phenomenon of the endowment effect (Thaler (1980)). Finally, we

discuss how one may conduct welfare analysis in the presence of attribute-framing effects.

Many other applications of the model wait to be written. We mention a few that

we find intriguing. The first is to formally study rhetoric and its concerns with how to

arrange the points of an argument in the most persuasive manner—what the classics

called dispositio. This could offer a novel angle on persuasion that is fundamentally

different from strategic information provision, because here the what stays the same but

the how changes. The second application involves relating attribute-order effects and

present bias. We can view consumption streams as items and per-period consumption

levels as their attributes. One wonders whether presenting streams in chronological or

reversed chronological order changes the displayed present bias. If so, framing may

emerge as another way to address this bias.
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Appendix

A Strategic Framing: Proofs

A.1 Proof of Lemma 1

Fix f and suppose δf > 0—the other case follows similarly. Let θ∗f identify the type of consumer

indifferent between If and Ef :

θ∗f [αf (r)Ir + αf (b)Ib]− αf (p)Ip = θ∗f [αf (r)Er + αf (b)Eb]− αf (p)Ep

and therefore

θ∗f =
Ip − Ep
δf

αf (p).

The demand for the incumbent’s and the entrant’s product is then respectively

1 +
1

h
− Ip − Ep

δf
αf (p) and

Ip − Ep
δf

αf (p)− 1

h
.

The firms’ profit-maximization problems are

max
Ip

(
1 +

1

h
− Ip − Ep

δf
αf (p)

)
Ip and max

Ep

(Ep − Ip
δf

αf (p)− 1

h

)
Ep.

They result in the following best response functions:

Ip =
1

2

[
Ep +

(1 + h)δf
hαf (p)

]
and Ep =

1

2

[
Ip −

δf
hαf (p)

]
.

Solving this system of equations leads to the claimed equilibrium prices, which we can substitute

in the profit functions to derive ϕo(I) and ϕo(E).

A.2 Lemma 2

Lemma 2 Under monopoly (i.e., K = +∞), the incumbent’s optimal frame is fm and ϕm(Ifm) >

ϕm(If∗) > ϕm(If∗).

Proof. Suppose K = +∞ and fix f . Given Ip, the type of consumers that is indifferent between

buying If or nothing is

θmf =
αf (p)

αf (r)Ir + αf (b)Ib
Ip.
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Thus, the monopolist maximizes

Ip

(
1 +

1

h
−

αf (p)

αf (r)Ir + αf (b)Ib
Ip

)
,

which leads to the optimal monopolistic price and profit

Ip =
[αf (r)

αf (p)
Ir +

αf (b)

αf (p)
Ib

]1 + h

2h
and ϕm(If ) =

[αf (r)

αf (p)
Ir +

αf (b)

αf (p)
Ib

](1 + h)2

4h2
.

It is easy to see that fm maximizes ϕm(If ) and ϕm(Ifm) > ϕm(If∗) > ϕm(If∗).

A.3 Proof of Propositions 1, 2, and 3

Recall that ϕo(Ef ) is proportional to ϕo(If ), so the incumbent and the entrant rank frames in

the same way.

If K > ϕo(Efm), then the incumbent can choose the monopoly-optimal frame fm and deter

entry. Under condition (2), this is the best strategy for the incumbent.

If instead K ≤ min{ϕo(Efm), ϕo(Ef∗)}, then for every choice of f we have ϕo(Ef ) ≥ K.

Thus, the incumbent cannot prevent entry. In this case, by Lemma 1 the incumbent will always

choose f such that δf > 0: The optimal f always presents attribute r before attribute b. Given

this, to maximize ϕo(If ), f ∈ {fm, f∗, f∗} has to maximize

δf
αf (p)

=
[αf (r)

αf (p)
−
αf (b)

αf (p)

]
δ.

This implies that ϕo(If∗) > ϕo(If∗), so the optimal frame is either fm or f∗. However,

ϕo(Ifm) > ϕo(If∗) if and only if

α(1)

α(3)
− α(2)

α(3)
>
α(1)

α(2)
− α(3)

α(2)
⇔ α(2) < α(1)− α(3) = α(2).

This completes the proof of Proposition 1.

To prove Proposition 2, note that if α(2) > α(2), then ϕo(Ifm) > ϕo(If∗) if and only if

α(1)

α(2)
− α(2)

α(3)
>
α(2)

α(1)
− α(3)

α(1)
⇔ α(2) <

[α(1)]2 + [α(3)]2

α(1) + α(3)
= α(2).

Thus, if α(2) > α(2) > α(2), then ϕo(Ef∗) > ϕo(Efm) > ϕo(Ef∗) and the optimal frame under

oligopoly is f∗. Given this, the only case where the incumbent can use framing to deter entry is

if K ∈ (ϕo(Ef∗), ϕ
o(Efm)], which requires to switch to frame f∗—every other frame in F yields

ϕo(Ef ) ≥ ϕo(Efm) and hence cannot deter entry. The incumbent prefers deterring entry with
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f∗ to allow entry by choosing f∗ if and only if ϕm(If∗) ≥ ϕo(If∗), which is equivalent to

α(2)Ir + α(3)Ib
α(1)

≥
[α(1)

α(2)
− α(3)

α(2)

]
δ

4

9

(
2h+ 1

h+ 1

)2

. (10)

This inequality holds if and only if either δ or h are sufficiently small.

If instead α(2) < α(2), then ϕo(Efm) > ϕo(Ef∗) > ϕo(Ef∗) and the optimal frame under

oligopoly is fm. Thus, there are two cases in which the incumbent can use framing to deter

entry. The first is if K ∈ (ϕo(Ef∗), ϕ
o(Efm)], which implies that best entry-deterrent frame is

f∗. Every other frame in F either yields ϕo(Ef ) ≥ ϕo(Efm)—hence cannot deter entry—or it

yields ϕm(If ) < ϕm(If∗). Given this, the incumbent prefers deterring entry with f∗ to allowing

entry by choosing fm if and only if ϕm(If∗) ≥ ϕo(Ifm), which is equivalent to

α(1)Ir + α(3)Ib
α(2)

≥ α(2)

α(3)

[α(1)

α(2)
− 1
]
δ

4

9

(
2h+ 1

h+ 1

)2

. (11)

The second case is if K ∈ (ϕo(Ef∗), ϕ
o(Ef∗)], which implies that best entry-deterrent frame is

f∗. Again, every other frame in F either yields ϕo(Ef ) ≥ ϕo(Ef∗)—hence cannot deter entry—

or it yields ϕm(If ) < ϕm(If∗). Given this, the incumbent prefers deterring entry with f∗ to

allowing entry by choosing fm if and only if ϕm(If∗) ≥ ϕo(Ifm), which is equivalent to

α(2)Ir + α(3)Ib
α(1)

≥ α(2)

α(3)

[α(1)

α(2)
− 1
]
δ

4

9

(
2h+ 1

h+ 1

)2

. (12)

Consider now Proposition 3. It is easy to see that if either δ is lower or h is, then ϕo(Ef∗),

ϕo(Efm), and ϕo(Ef∗) are all lower. Thus, the range of entry costs where the incumbent faces

no entry threat (i.e., K > ϕo(Efm)) expands, and the range of costs where the incumbent can

never prevent entry (i.e., K ≤ min{ϕo(Efm), ϕo(Ef∗)}) shrinks. In addition, the right-hand

side of conditions (10), (11), and (12) are all smaller if either δ or h is lower. Thus, for K ∈
(ϕo(Ef∗),max{ϕo(Efm), ϕo(Ef∗)}], the incumbent is more likely to use framing to deter entry.

Finally, consider α and α′ such that α(1)
α(2) ≥

α′(1)
α′(2) and α(2)

α(3) ≥
α′(2)
α′(3) . It is easy to see that this

implies that ϕo(Efm) and ϕo(Ef∗) are both lower under α than under α′. Moreover, the left-

hand side of conditions (10) and (12) is higher under α′ than under α, while the right-hand

side of conditions (10) and (12) is lower under α′ than under α. Thus, whenever K falls in the

region where deterring entry requires to use f∗, if the incumbent finds this optimal under α, it

also finds it optimal under α′. Regarding ϕo(Ef∗) and condition 11, their ranking under α and

α′ is ambiguous.

A.4 Extension of Strategic Framing: Both Firms Choose Frames

We extend the analysis in Section 3.1 by letting the entrant choose the frame under which to

present its product. The consumers then compare products using one of the two frames before
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buying one. Letting f I and fE be the incumbent’s and entrant’s frames, we assume that each

consumer uses f I with probability µ and fE with probability 1 − µ, where 1
2 ≤ µ ≤ 1. One

interpretation is that each consumer uses the frame of whichever of the two items he or she

encounters first (as under hypothesis H3 in Section E of the Online Appendix), and this is more

likely to be the incumbent’s product. The timing is as follows:

1. The incumbent chooses f I for its product.

2. The entrant decides whether to enter at cost K > 0.

3. If the entrant enters, it chooses fE for its product.

4. If the entrant enters, the firms compete in prices; otherwise, the incumbent sets its

monopoly price.

5. Consumers make their comparisons (if any) and purchase decisions.

For every f ∈ F , recall that δf = [αf (r)−αf (b)]δ and the consumer who is indifferent between

products under each f is characterized by

θ∗f =
Ip − Ep
δf

αf (p).

Clearly, the firms will choose f to try to get the high end of the market: δfI > 0 and δfE < 0.

Thus, the demand for the incumbent and the entrant will be

DI = µ
(

(1 + h−1)− Ip − Ep
δfI

αfI (p)
)

+ (1− µ)
(Ep − Ip

δfE
αfE (p)− h−1

)
,

DE = µ
(Ip − Ep

δfI
αfI (p)− h−1

)
+ (1− µ)

(
(1 + h−1)− Ep − Ip

δfE
αfE (p)

)
.

Maximization of profits leads to the following best response functions:

Ip =
1

2

[
(µ(1 + h−1)− (1− µ)h−1)

δfI δfE

µαfI (p)∆fE + (1− µ)αfE (p)δfI
+ Ep

]

Ep =
1

2

[
((1− µ)(1 + h−1)− µh−1)

δfI δfE

µαfI (p)δfE + (1− µ)αfE (p)δfI
+ Ip

]
Hence, we obtain the following optimal prices:

Ip =
1

3

δfI δfE

µαfI (p)δfE + (1− µ)αfE (p)δfI
[(1 + µ)(1 + h−1)− (2− µ)h−1]

Ep =
1

3

δfI δfE

µαfI (p)δfE + (1− µ)αfE (p)δfI
[(2− µ) + (1− 2µ)h−1]

As expected, for µ = 1 we obtain the previous optimal prices.
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Given these prices, we can rewrite the resulting demands as follows:

DI =
2− µ

3
+

2µ− 1

3
(1 + h−1) and DE =

2− µ
3

(2(1 + h−1)− 1)− h−1

Thus, the profits are

ϕo(If ) =
1

9

δfI δfE

µαfI (p)δfE + (1− µ)αfE (p)δfI
[(1+µ)(1+h−1)−(2−µ)h−1][(2−µ)+(2µ−1)(1+h−1)]

ϕo(Ef ) =
1

9

δfI δfE

µαfI (p)δfE + (1− µ)αfE (p)δfI
[(2−µ)+(1−2µ)h−1][(2−µ)(2(1+h−1)−1)−3h−1].

Now note that, when setting f , both firms have the same incentives and will hence choose

the same f . This implies that δfI = −δfE = ∆ and αfI (p) = αfE (p) = αf (p). We can then

rewrite the profits as

ϕo(If ) =
1

9

∆

αf (p)
[(1 + µ)(1 + h−1)− (2− µ)h−1][(2− µ) + (2µ− 1)(1 + h−1)]

ϕo(Ef ) =
1

9

∆

αf (p)
[(2− µ) + (1− 2µ)h−1][(2− µ)(2(1 + h−1)− 1)− 3h−1]

Thus, given the results of Section 3.1, the incumbent makes higher profits when alone in

setting the framing under oligopoly if

(2(1 + h−1)− h−1)2 ≥ [(1 + µ)(1 + h−1)− (2− µ)h−1][(2− µ) + (2µ− 1)(1 + h−1)]

This holds if 2 +h−1 ≥ (1 +µ)(1 +h−1)− (2−µ)h−1 and 2 +h−1 ≥ (2−µ) + (2µ−1)(1 +h−1).

Since both conditions are satisfied, the incumbent has less market power when the entrant can

also influence the frame. This leads to less margins to deter entry, but qualitatively the same

analysis of Section 3.1 applies.

B Framing in Negotiations: Proofs

B.1 Proof of Quadratic Loss Result

Given f , the problem P solves in the second period is the following:

max
x

−
N∑
i=1

α(i)(xf(i) − x̄Pf(i))
2

s.t. −
N∑
i=1

α(i)(xf(i) − x̄Rf(i))
2 ≥ u

(13)
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That leads to the following Lagrangian, with standard positivity and slack conditions:

max
x,λ

−
N∑
i=1

α(i)(xf(i) − x̄Pf(i))
2 + λ

(
−

N∑
i=1

α(i)(xf(i) − x̄Rf(i))
2 − u

)
(14)

Thus we get the following necessary and sufficient FOC for i = 1, . . . , N :

xf(i) : 2αf(i)

[
−λ(xf(i) − x̄Rf(i))− (xf(i) − x̄Pf(i))

]
= 0

λ : −
N∑
i=1

α(i)(xf(i) − x̄Rf(i))
2 − u = 0

(15)

and the result follows.

B.2 Proof of Proposition 4

Given f , agent P solves is

max
x

N∑
i=1

α(i)[βf(i) − γf(i)(xf(i) − x̄Pf(i))
2]

s.t.

N∑
i=1

α(i)[βf(i) − γf(i)(xf(i) − x̄Rf(i))
2] ≥ u

(16)

That leads to the following Lagrangian, with standard positivity and slack conditions:

max
x,λ

N∑
i=1

α(i)[βf(i) − γf(i)(xf(i) − x̄Pf(i))
2] + λ

(
N∑
i=1

α(i)[βf(i) − γf(i)(xf(i) − x̄Rf(i))
2]

)
(17)

Thus we get the following necessary and sufficient FOC for i = 1, . . . , N :

xf(i) : − 2α(i)
[
γf(i)(xf(i) − x̄Pf(i)) + γf(i)λ(xf(i) − x̄Rf(i))

]
= 0

λ :

N∑
i=1

α(i)[κf(i) − γf(i)(xf(i) − x̄Rf(i))
2] = uR

(18)

So we get

xf(i) =
1

1 + λ
x̄Pf(i) +

λ

1 + λ
x̄Rf(i). (19)

Substituting the optimal xf into agent P ’s objective function and agent R’s participation

constraint we obtain

N∑
i=1

α(i)
[
βf(i) −

(
λ

1 + λ

)2

γf(i)(x̄
R
f(i) − x̄

P
f(i))

2
]
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=

N∑
i=1

α(i)βf(i) −
(

λ

1 + λ

)2 N∑
i=1

α(i)γf(i)(x̄
R
f(i) − x̄

P
f(i))

2

and (
1

1 + λ

)2 N∑
i=1

α(i)γf(i)(x̄
P
f(i) − x̄

R
f(i))

2 =

N∑
i=1

α(i)βf(i) − uR

⇒ λ =

√∑N
i=1 α(i)γf(i)(x̄

P
f(i) − x̄

R
f(i))

2 −
√∑N

i=1 α(i)βf(i) − uR√∑N
i=1 α(i)βf(i) − uR

=

√
Γ(f)

B(f)− uR
− 1.

The assumption on uR implies that Γ(f) > B(f)− uR for all f and hence λ > 1. We can then

use this last conditions to replace λ in agent P ’s objective and obtain

UP (f) =
N∑
i=1

α(i)βf(i) −
(

λ

1 + λ

)2 N∑
i=1

α(i)γf(i)(x̄
R
f(i) − x̄

P
f(i))

2

= B(f)− λ2
(
B(f)− uR

)
= B(f)−

[√
Γ(f)−

√
B(f)− uR

]2

.

Since the quantity in squared brackets is always positive, UP (f) is increasing in B(f) and

decreasing in Γ(f). Proposition 4 follows.

B.3 Proof of Corollary 2

We can view α1 and α2 as probability distributions over the positions {1, . . . , N}. Then, the

condition of Definition 3 can be read as α2 MLR dominates α1, which in turn implies that α2

FOSD α1. Given the optimal framing strategy f∗ in Proposition 4, we have that βf∗(i) in an

decreasing function of i and γf∗(i)(x̄
R
f∗(i) − x̄

P
f∗(i)) is an increasing function of i under both α1

and α2. Standard results imply that Γ2(f∗) > Γ1(f∗) and B2(f∗) < B1(f∗). Therefore, using

the expression of UP , we get that the proposer is better off when payoffs are defined by α1 than

by α2.
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C Characterization of the AF Model

C.1 Proof of Theorem 1

We will prove sufficiency of Axioms 1–4; necessity is easy to verify and is thus omitted. Given

Assumption 1, the condition c({xf , x′f}) = c({yf , y′f}) implies that

vf (xf ) > (=) vf (x′f ) ⇔ vf (yf ) > (=) vf (y′f ).

Given the restrictions on xf , x′f , yf , and y′f in Axiom 2, this means that how vf ranks the

attributes in positions j and k is independent of the other attributes’ levels. By Axiom 1 each

position of f can matter for choice. By standard arguments (Debreu (1960)), we can write vf

in an additive form in positions and the attribute assigned by f to each position:

vf (xf ) =
N∑
i=1

wfi,f(i)(xf(i)), (20)

where for every f ∈ F there exist non-constant wfi,f(i) : Lf(i) → R for every i ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
Additive forms are unique up to positive affine transformations, which in this case can depend on

f : If we have two such representations vf and v̂f of choice under f , we must have vf = βf v̂f+ξf ,

where βf > 0 and ξf ∈ R.

Given this, Axiom 3 implies that for every a ∈ A, if f(i) = f ′(j) = a, then wfi,f(i) and wf
′

j,f(j)

represent the same vN-M utility function over La. Therefore, for every a ∈ A, fix any fa ∈ F
such that fa(1) = a. Let ua = wfa1,a. For any other f ∈ F and i = 1, . . . , N such that f(i) = a,

we have that wfi,a = γfi ua + ζfi , where γfi > 0 and ζfi ∈ R.21 Letting γfa1 = 1 and ζfa1 = 0, we

can write

vf (xf ) =

N∑
i=1

wfi,f(i)(xf(i)) =

N∑
i=1

γfi uf(i)(xf(i)) +

N∑
i=1

ζfi .

By affine uniqueness of vf , for all f ∈ F we can let γf1 = 1 and ζfi = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , N .

Therefore, we obtain the representation

vf (xf ) = uf(1)(xf(1)) +
N∑
i=2

γfi uf(i)(xf(i)).

Next, we want to show that γfi depends only on i. By definition of xf , yf , and zf in Axiom 4,

we have

pxyzf [uf(1)(xf(1)) + γfi uf(i)(xf(i))] + (1− pxyzf )[uf(1)(yf(1)) + γfi uf(i)(yf(i))]

21Note that γfi cannot also depend on f(i) in addition to i and f because there is no γfi,b for b 6= f(i).
If any, the superscript already allows for the dependence on f(i).
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=uf(1)(yf(1)) + γfi uf(i)(xf(i)).

This implies that
pxyzf

1− pxyzf
= γfi

uf(i)(xf(i))− uf(i)(yf(i))

uf(1)(xf(1))− uf(1)(yf(1))
.

Similarly,

pxyzf ′

1− pxyzf ′
= γf

′

j

uf ′(j)(xf ′(j))− uf ′(j)(yf ′(j))
uf ′(1)(xf ′(1))− uf ′(1)(yf ′(1))

= γf
′

j

uf(i)(xf(i))− uf(i)(yf(i))

uf(1)(xf(1))− uf(1)(yf(1))
.

Therefore,
pxyzf

1− pxyzf
=
γfi

γf
′

j

·
pxyzf ′

1− pxyzf ′
.

By Axiom 4, we have

γfi

γf
′

j

= g(i, j)

and therefore γfi = γi > 0 and γf
′

j = γj > 0 for all f, f ′.

We conclude that for every f ∈ F and xf ∈ Xf

vf (xf ) = uf(1)(xf(1)) +
N∑
i=2

γiuf(i)(xf(i)).

C.2 Proof of Proposition 5

Consider primacy effect—the argument is the same for recency effect. Recall that xa �a ya if

and only if ua(xa) > ua(ya). Fix any i = 1, . . . , N−1. Using the AF representation, we have that

{(xf , yf ; pixyzf ), zf} = c((xf , yf ; pixyzf ), zf )

is equivalent to

N∑
j=1

α(j)uf(j)(zf(j)) = pixyzf


N∑
j=1

α(j)uf(j)(xf(j))

+ (1− pixyzf )


N∑
j=1

α(j)uf(j)(yf(j))

 .

Since xf(j) = yf(j) = zf(j) for all j 6= i, i+ 1, this condition becomes

α(i)uf(i)(zf(i)) + α(i+ 1)uf(i+1)(zf(i+1)) =

pixyzf
{
α(i)uf(i)(xf(i)) + α(i+ 1)uf(i+1)(xf(i+1))

}
+(1− pixyzf )

{
α(i)uf(i)(yf(i)) + α(i+ 1)uf(i+1)(yf(i+1))

}
.
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Using xf(i) = zf(i) and yf(i+1) = zf(i+1), we obtain

pixyzf
1− pixyzf

=
α(i)[uf(i)(xf(i))− uf(i)(yf(i))]

α(i+ 1)[uf(i+1)(xf(i+1))− uf(i+1)(yf(i+1))]
.

By similar calculations, using xf ′(i+1) = zf ′(i+1) and yf ′(i) = zf ′(i), we have

pixyzf ′

1− pixyzf ′
=

α(i+ 1)[uf ′(i+1)(xf ′(i+1))− uf ′(i+1)(yf ′(i+1))]

α(i)[uf ′(i)(xf ′(i))− uf ′(i)(yf ′(i))]
.

Since xf ′ , yf ′ , and zf ′ are obtained from xf , yf , and zf by swapping the attributes in positions

i and i+ 1, we have

pixyzf ′

1− pixyzf ′
=

α(i+ 1)[uf(i)(xf(i))− uf(i)(yf(i))]

α(i)[uf(i+1)(xf(i+1))− uf(i+1)(yf(i+1))]
.

It follows that
pixyzf

1− pixyzf
=

[
α(i)

α(i+ 1)

]2

·
pixyzf ′

1− pixyzf ′
.

This implies that α(i) > α(i+ 1) if and only if pixyzf > pixyzf ′ as desired.

C.3 Proof of Proposition 6

We will prove the result for primacy effect—the argument is similar for recency effect.

Part 1: “only if”. As in the proof of Proposition 5,

{(xf , yf ; pixyzf ), zf} = c2((xf , yf ; pixyzf ), zf )

is equivalent to

pixyzf
1− pixyzf

=
α2(i)[u2

f(i)(xf(i))− u2
f(i)(yf(i))]

α2(i+ 1)[u2
f(i+1)(xf(i+1))− u2

f(i+1)(yf(i+1))]
.

The condition {(xf ′ , yf ′ ; pixyzf ′ ), zf ′} = c2((xf ′ , yf ′ ; p
i
xyzf ′

), zf ′) is equivalent to

pixyzf ′

1− pixyzf ′
=

α2(i+ 1)[u2
f(i)(xf(i))− u2

f(i)(yf(i))]

α2(i)[u2
f(i+1)(xf(i+1))− u2

f(i+1)(yf(i+1))]
.

By similar calculations, zf ∈ c1((xf , yf ; pixyzf ), zf ) is equivalent to

pixyzf
1− pixyzf

≤
α1(i)[u1

f(i)(xf(i))− u1
f(i)(yf(i))]

α1(i+ 1)[u1
f(i+1)(xf(i+1))− u1

f(i+1)(yf(i+1))]
.
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The condition (xf ′ , yf ′ ; p
i
xyzf ′

) ∈ c1((xf ′ , yf ′ ; p
i
xyzf ′

), zf ′) is equivalent to

pixyzf ′

1− pixyzf ′
≥

α1(i+ 1)[u1
f(i)(xf(i))− u1

f(i)(yf(i))]

α1(i)[u1
f(i+1)(xf(i+1))− u1

f(i+1)(yf(i+1))]
.

Therefore, these conditions are equivalent to

[
α2(i)

α2(i+ 1)

]2

=

pixyzf
1−pixyzf
pixyzf ′

1−pixyzf ′

≤
[

α1(i)

α1(i+ 1)

]2

for all i = 1, . . . , N − 1.

Part 2: “if”. Let p̄ixyzf and p̄ixyzf ′ be the indifference probabilities for decision-maker 1:

p̄ixyzf
1− p̄ixyzf

=
α1(i)[u1

f(i)(xf(i))− u1
f(i)(yf(i))]

α1(i+ 1)[u1
f(i+1)(xf(i+1))− u1

f(i+1)(yf(i+1))]
,

p̄ixyzf ′

1− p̄ixyzf ′
=

α1(i+ 1)[u1
f(i)(xf(i))− u1

f(i)(yf(i))]

α1(i)[u1
f(i+1)(xf(i+1))− u1

f(i+1)(yf(i+1))]
.

Using u1
a = γau

2
a + ζa for all a ∈ A and α1(i)

α1(i+1)
≥ α2(i)

α2(i+1)
for all i = 1, . . . , N − 1, we have

p̄ixyzf
1− p̄ixyzf

=
α1(i)γf(i)[u

2
f(i)(xf(i))− u2

f(i)(yf(i))]

α1(i+ 1)γf(i+1)[u
2
f(i+1)(xf(i+1))− u2

f(i+1)(yf(i+1))]

≥
α2(i)γf(i)[u

2
f(i)(xf(i))− u2

f(i)(yf(i))]

α2(i+ 1)γf(i+1)[u
2
f(i+1)(xf(i+1))− u2

f(i+1)(yf(i+1))]

=
γf(i)

γf(i+1)

pixyzf
1− pixyzf

.

Similar calculations imply that

p̄ixyzf ′

1− p̄ixyzf ′
≤

γf(i)

γf(i+1)

pixyzf ′

1− pixyzf ′
.

There are two cases to consider. First, suppose γf (i) ≥ γf(i+1). It follows that

p̄ixyzf ′

1− p̄ixyzf ′
≤

pixyzf ′

1− pixyzf ′
,

which implies that (xf ′ , yf ′ ; p
i
xyzf ′

) ∈ c1((xf ′ , yf ′ ; p
i
xyzf ′

), zf ′).
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Now suppose that zf /∈ c1((xf , yf ; pixyzf ), zf ). This means that

pixyzf
1− pixyzf

>
α1(i)[u1

f(i)(xf(i))− u1
f(i)(yf(i))]

α1(i+ 1)[u1
f(i+1)(xf(i+1))− u1

f(i+1)(yf(i+1))]

=
α1(i)γf(i)[u

2
f(i)(xf(i))− u2

f(i)(yf(i))]

α1(i+ 1)γf(i+1)[u
2
f(i+1)(xf(i+1))− u2

f(i+1)(yf(i+1))]

=
α1(i)γf(i)α

2(i+ 1)pixyzf
α1(i+ 1)γf(i+1)α2(i)(1− pixyzf )

,

which implies that
γf(i)

γf(i+1)
<
α2(i)/α2(i+ 1)

α1(i)/α1(i+ 1)
≤ 1.

This contradicts γf (i) ≥ γf(i+1) and thus proves zf ∈ c1((xf , yf ; pixyzf ), zf ).

For the second case, suppose that γf (i) < γf(i+1). It follows that

p̄ixyzf
1− p̄ixyzf

>
pixyzf

1− pixyzf
,

which implies that zf ∈ c1((xf , yf ; pixyzf ), zf ). Now suppose that

(xf ′ , yf ′ ; p
i
xyzf ′

) /∈ c1((xf ′ , yf ′ ; p
i
xyzf ′

), zf ′).

This means that

pixyzf ′

1− pixyzf ′
<

α1(i+ 1)[u1
f(i)(xf(i))− u1

f(i)(yf(i))]

α1(i)[u1
f(i+1)(xf(i+1))− u1

f(i+1)(yf(i+1))]

=
α1(i+ 1)γf(i)[u

2
f(i)(xf(i))− u2

f(i)(yf(i))]

α1(i)γf(i+1)[u
2
f(i+1)(xf(i+1))− u2

f(i+1)(yf(i+1))]

=
α1(i+ 1)γf(i)α

2(i)pixyzf ′

α1(i)γf(i+1)α2(i+ 1)(1− pixyzf ′ )
,

which implies that
γf(i)

γf(i+1)
>
α2(i+ 1)/α2(i)

α1(i+ 1)/α1(i)
≥ 1.

This contradicts γf (i) < γf(i+1) and thus proves (xf ′ , yf ′ ; p
i
xyzf ′

) ∈ c1((xf ′ , yf ′ ; p
i
xyzf ′

), zf ′).
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Supplemental Material

(For Online Publication)

D Characterization of the Non-separable AF Model:

Proof of Theorem 2

The proof proceeds in five steps. We seek to obtain a regular representation of the form

wf (xf ) =
N∑
i=1

α(i)uf(i)(xf(i))
i−1∏
k=1

Bk(uf(k)(xf(k))), (21)

where
∏0
k=1Bk(uf(k)(xf(k))) ≡ 1 and Bi : U → R++ for every i = 1, . . . , N and U =

∪a∈Aua(La). The representation in Theorem 2 follows from the change of variables

φk(uf(k)(xf(k))) = ln{Bk(uf(k)(xf(k)))}.

For every (q,M), let

`(q,M) = ln(π(q,M)).

Step 1. Axiom 6 implies that for all xipf , yipf , xiqf , and yiqf in ∆(Xf ), we have that

π((xif , pf )|{(xif , pf ), (xif , qf )})
π((xif , qf )|{(xif , pf ), (xif , qf )})

=
π((yif , pf )|{(yif , pf ), (yif , qf )})
π((yif , qf )|{(yif , pf ), (yif , qf )})

.

Therefore,

`((xif , pf )|{(xif , pf ), (xif , qf )})− `((xif , qf )|{(xif , pf ), (xif , qf )}) = vf (xif , pf )− vf (xif , qf )

is equal to

`((yif , pf )|{(yif , pf ), (yif , qf )})− `((yif , qf )|{(yif , pf ), (yif , qf )}) = vf (yif , pf )− vf (yif , qf ).

It follows that

vf (xif , pf ) ≥ vf (xif , qf )⇔ vf (yif , pf ) ≥ vf (yif , qf ).

This implies that vf (xif , ·) and vf (yif , ·) represent the same preference over ∆(×Nk=i+1Lf(k)) for

all xif , y
i
f ∈ ×ik=1Lf(k) and all i = 1, . . . , N − 1.

To unpack the consequences of this property, consider first i = 1 and fix any level xf(1) ∈ Lf(1).

By the uniqueness properties of vN-M utility representations, there exists uff(1)(xf(1);xf(1)) ∈ R
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and Bf
f(1)(xf(1);xf(1)) > 0 such that, for all xf(1) ∈ Lf(1) and all pf ∈ ∆(×Nk=2Lf(k)), we have

vf (x1
f , pf ) = uff(1)(xf(1);xf(1)) +Bf

f(1)(xf(1);xf(1))vf (x1
f , pf ).

Therefore, clearly, uff(1)(xf(1);xf(1)) = 0 and Bf
f(1)(xf(1);xf(1)) = 1.

Now consider i = 2 and focus on the elements (x2
f , pf ) with the property that xf(1) = xf(1).

Using Axiom 6, we conclude that vf (xf(1), xf(2), ·) and vf (xf(1), yf(2), ·) represent the same EU

preference over ∆(×Nk=3Lf(k)). Fix any level xf(2) ∈ Lf(2). By the same uniqueness argument

as before, there exists uff(2)(xf(2);xf(1), xf(2)) ∈ R and Bf
f(2)(xf(2);xf(1), xf(2)) > 0 such that,

for all xf(2) ∈ Lf(2) and all pf ∈ ∆(×Nk=3Lf(k)), we have

vf (xf(1), xf(2), pf ) = uff(2)(xf(2);xf(1), xf(2)) +Bf
f(2)(xf(2);xf(1), xf(2))vf (xf(1), xf(2), pf ).

If we now replace in the expression for vf (x1
f , pf ), we have

vf (x2
f , pf ) =uff(1)(xf(1);xf(1)) +Bf

f(1)(xf(1);xf(1))
{
uff(2)(xf(2);xf(1), xf(2))

+Bf
f(2)(xf(2);xf(1), xf(2))vf (xf(1), xf(2), pf )

}
=uff(1)(xf(1);x

1
f ) +Bf

f(1)(xf(1);x
1
f )uff(2)(xf(2);x

2
f(1))

+Bf
f(1)(xf(1);x

1
f )Bf

f(2)(xf(2);x
2
f )vf (x2

f , pf ).

Iteratively repeating this argument, we obtain that for all xf ∈ Xf

vf (xf ) = uff(1)(xf(1);x
1
f ) +

N∑
k=2

uff(k)(xf(k);x
k
f )

k−1∏
j=1

Bf
f(k)(xf(k);x

k
f ),

which becomes after suppressing the dependence on the arbitrary xf ,

vf (xf ) = uff(1)(xf(1)) +
N∑
k=2

uff(k)(xf(k))
k−1∏
j=1

Bf
f(k)(xf(k)). (22)

Step 2. Now consider Axiom 5. Note that π(xf |{xf , yf}) ≥ 1
2 is equivalent to

`(xf |{xf , yf})− `(yf |{xf , yf}) = vf (xf )− vf (yf ) ≥ 0.

Using the representation in (22), we have that

vf (xf ) ≥ vf (yf )⇔ ufa(xa)
i−1∏
j=1

Bf
f(j)(xf(j)) ≥ ufa(ya)

i−1∏
j=1

Bf
f(j)(yf(j))⇔ ufa(xa) ≥ ufa(ya),

because
∏i−1
j=1B

f
f(j)(xf(j)) =

∏i−1
j=1B

f
f(j)(yf(j)) > 0.
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By similar reasoning, the axiom says that vf ′(x̂f ′) ≥ vf ′(ŷf ′) for every specification of x̂f ′(k) =

ŷf ′(k). Also, recall that there exists xf ′ ∈ Xf ′ such that uf
′

f ′(k)(xf ′(k)) = 0 for all k. Therefore,

letting x̂f ′(k) = ŷf ′(k) = xf ′(k) for all k 6= i, we have

vf ′(x̂f ′) ≥ vf ′(ŷf ′) ⇔ uf
′
a (xa)

i−1∏
j=1

Bf ′

f ′(j)(xf ′(j)) ≥ u
f ′
a (ya)

i−1∏
j=1

Bf ′

f ′(j)(xf ′(j))

⇔ uf
′
a (xa) ≥ uf

′
a (ya),

because
∏i−1
j=1B

f ′

f ′(j)(xf ′(j)) > 0. We conclude that ufa and uf
′
a represent the same ranking over

La. In particular, this means that ufa(xa) = ufa(ya) if and only if uf
′
a (xa) = uf

′
a (ya).

Towards our goal of showing that each Bf
f(k) depends on xf(k) only via uff(k)(xf(k)), consider

first the simple case where uff(k)(xf(k)) 6= uff(k)(yf(k)) for all xf(k), yf(k) ∈ Lf(k) (i.e., uff(k) is

injective). Then, we can just re-define

B̂f
f(k)(u

f
f(k)(xf(k))) = Bf

f(k)((u
f
f(k))

−1(uff(k)(xf(k)))).

Thus, the desired property of the weights holds trivially.

Now consider the less immediate case where uff(k)(xf(k)) = uff(k)(yf(k)) for some xf(k), yf(k) ∈
Lf(k), where f(k) = a ∈ A and k < N . Then, by the previous argument, for every frame f ′

with f ′(N) = a, we must have uf
′
a (xf(k)) = uf

′
a (yf(k)) and so

vf ′(x̂f ′(1), . . . , x̂f ′(N−1), xf(k)) = vf ′(x̂f ′(1), . . . , x̂f ′(N−1), yf(k)).

By the axiom, we must also have

vf (xf(1), . . . , xf(k−1), xf(k), zf(k+1), . . . , zf(N)) = vf (xf(1), . . . , xf(k−1), yf(k), zf(k+1), . . . , zf(N)),

for every (zf(k+1), . . . , zf(N)) ∈ ×Nj=k+1Lf(j). Therefore, after simplifying the term
∏k−1
j=1 B

f
f(j)(xf(j)) >

0 and using uff(j)(xf(j)) = 0 for j < k, we have

0 =uff(k)(xf(k))− u
f
f(k)(yf(k))

+
[
Bf
f(k)(xf(k))−B

f
f(k)(yf(k))

] N∑
j=k+1

uff(j)(zf(j))

j−1∏
i=k+1

Bf
f(i)(zf(i))

=
[
Bf
f(k)(xf(k))−B

f
f(k)(yf(k))

] N∑
j=k+1

uff(j)(zf(j))

j−1∏
i=k+1

Bf
f(i)(zf(i)),

where
∏k
i=k+1B

f
f(i)(zf(i)) ≡ 1. Since uff(j)(zf(j)) 6= 0 for some zf(j) ∈ Lf(j) and some j ≥ k+ 1,
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we must have

uff(k)(xf(k)) = uff(k)(yf(k)) ⇒ Bf
f(k)(xf(k)) = Bf

f(k)(yf(k)).

This implies that Bf
f(k) cannot depend on xf(k) other than through uff(k)(xf(k)), as desired.

To recap, we now have the following representation: For all f ∈ F and xf ∈ Xf ,

vf (xf ) = uff(1)(xf(1)) +
N∑
j=2

uff(j)(xf(j))

j−1∏
k=1

Bf
f(k)(u

f
f(k)(xf(k))).

We concluded earlier that ufa for f(N) = a and uf
′
a for any other f ′ ∈ F—where f ′(N) may

be different from a—represent the same ranking over La. By Axiom 6, ufa is also a vN-M utility

function over La. Therefore, there exists γf
′

a > 0 and ζf
′

a ∈ R such that, for every f ′ different

from a fixed f∗ with f∗(N) = a, we must have

uf
′
a = γf

′
a ua + ζf

′
a ,

where we define ua = uf
∗
a . Note that this implies that without loss of generality each Bf

f(k)

function depends on xf(k) only through uf(k): We can simply define

B̂f
f(k)(uf(k)) = Bf

f(k)(γ
f
f(k)uf(k) + ζff(k)).

Therefore, (simplifying notation) we have

vf (xf ) = γff(1)uf(1)(xf(1)) + ζff(1) +

N∑
j=2

[γff(j)uf(j)(xf(j)) + ζff(j)]

j−1∏
k=1

Bf
f(k)(uf(k)(xf(k)))

= γff(1)uf(1)(xf(1)) + ζff(1) +

N∑
j=2

γff(j)uf(j)(xf(j))

j−1∏
k=1

Bf
f(k)(uf(k)(xf(k)))

+
N∑
j=2

ζff(j)

j−1∏
k=1

Bf
f(k)(uf(k)(xf(k))).

Step 3. We now would like to show that each Bf
f(k) depends only on the position k for all

f ∈ F . To this end, we use Axiom 8, which implies the following. First, note that

`(xf , {xf , x̂f})− `(x̂f , {xf , x̂f}) = [uff(i)(xf(i))− u
f
f(i)(x̂f(i))]

i−1∏
k=1

Bf
f(k)(uf(k)(xf(k)))

and

`(yf ′ , {yf ′ , ŷf ′})− `(ŷf ′ , {yf ′ , ŷf ′}) = uf
′

f ′(1)(xf(i))− u
f ′

f ′(1)(x̂f(i)).
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Using this, we have

`(xf , {xf , x̂f})− `(x̂f , {xf , x̂f}) = [uf(i)(xf(i))− uf(i)(x̂f(i))]

i−1∏
k=1

γff(i)B
f
f(k)(uf(k)(xf(k)))

and

`(yf ′ , {yf ′ , ŷf ′})− `(ŷf ′ , {yf ′ , ŷf ′}) = [uf ′(1)(xf(i))− uf ′(1)(x̂f(i))]γ
f ′

f(1).

The axiom requires that∏i−1
k=1 γ

f
f(i)B

f
f(k)(uf(k)(xf(k)))

γf
′

f(1)

= r(i, xf(1), . . . , xf(i−1)).

This implies that γf
′

f(1) = γ1 for all f, f ′ ∈ F and some γ1 > 0, γff(i) = γi for all f ∈ F and

some γi > 0, and Bf
f(k)(uf(k)(xf(k))) = Bk(uf(k)(xf(k))) for all f ∈ F and some real number

Bk(uf(k)(xf(k))) > 0. Thus, we can define U = ∪a∈Aua(La) and the function Bk : U → R++ as

taking the values just defined.

These steps refine the representation of vf to the following:

vf (xf ) = γ1uf(1)(xf(1)) + ζff(1) +
N∑
j−2

γjuf(j)(xf(j))

j−1∏
k=1

Bk(uf(k)(xf(k)))

+
N∑
j=2

ζff(j)

j−1∏
k=1

Bk(uf(k)(xf(k))).

Step 4. By the uniqueness of vf as a Luce value up to adding constants, we can set ζff(1) = 0

for every f without loss. We would like to also show that ζff(j) = 0 for every f and j > 1.

To this end, we exploit Axiom 7 to further refine the representation as follows. For i = 2, its

conclusion is equivalent to the equality between

`(xf |{xf , yf})− `(yf |{xf , yf}) = vf (xf )− vf (yf )

= γ1[uf(1)(xf(1))− uf(1)(yf(1))]

+ζff(2)

[
B1(uf(1)(xf(1)))−B1(uf(1)(yf(1)))

]
and

`(x′f ′ |{x′f ′ , y′f ′})− `(y′f ′ |{x′f ′ , y′f ′}) = vf ′(x
′
f ′)− vf ′(yf ′)

= γ1[uf(1)(xf(1))− uf(1)(yf(1))]

+ζf
′

f ′(2)

[
B1(uf(1)(xf(1)))−B1(uf(1)(yf(1)))

]
.
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This implies that [
ζff(2) − ζ

f ′

f ′(2)

] [
B1(uf(1)(xf(1)))−B1(uf(1)(yf(1)))

]
= 0.

Since B1 is not constant, we must have ζff(2) = ζf
′

f ′(2) = ζf(1) for all f and f ′ that satisfy

f(1) = f ′(1). Now suppose that, for all k = 2, . . . , j, we have ζff(k) = ζf
′

f ′(k) = ζf(1),...,f(k−1) for

all f and f ′ that satisfy f(m) = f ′(m) for m ≤ k− 1. Let i = j + 1 in Axiom 7. Its conclusion

is equivalent to the equality between

`(xf |{xf , yf})− `(yf |{xf , yf})

= vf (xf )− vf (yf )

=

j∑
k=1

γkuf(k)(xf(k))
k−1∏
m=1

Bm(uf(m)(xf(m)))

−
j∑

k=1

γkuf(k)(yf(k))
k−1∏
m=1

Bm(uf(m)(yf(m)))

+

j∑
k=2

ζf(1),...,f(k−1)

{
k−1∏
m=1

Bm(uf(m)(xf(m)))−
k−1∏
m=1

Bm(uf(m)(yf(m)))

}

+ζff(j+1)

{
j∏

m=1

Bm(uf(m)(xf(m)))−
j∏

m=1

Bm(uf(m)(yf(m)))

}

and

`(x′f ′ |{x′f ′ , y′f ′})− `(y′f ′ |{x′f ′ , y′f ′})

= vf ′(x
′
f ′)− vf ′(yf ′)

=

j∑
k=1

γkuf(k)(xf(k))

k−1∏
m=1

Bm(uf(m)(xf(m)))

−
j∑

k=1

γkuf(k)(yf(k))
k−1∏
m=1

Bm(uf(m)(yf(m)))

+

j∑
k=2

ζf(1),...,f(k−1)

{
k−1∏
m=1

Bm(uf(m)(xf(m)))−
k−1∏
m=1

Bm(uf(m)(yf(m)))

}

+ζf
′

f ′(j+1)

{
j∏

m=1

Bm(uf(m)(xf(m)))−
j∏

m=1

Bm(uf(m)(yf(m)))

}
.

This implies that

[
ζff(j+1) − ζ

f ′

f ′(j+1)

]{ j∏
m=1

Bm(uf(m)(xf(m)))−
j∏

m=1

Bm(uf(m)(yf(m)))

}
= 0.
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Since the quantity in brackets is again not constant, we must have ζff(j+1) = ζf
′

f ′(j+1) = ζf(1),...,f(j)

for all f and f ′ that satisfy f(m) = f ′(m) for m ≤ j. By induction, we can extend this property

to every j = 2, . . . , N .

Now consider any f and any xf that satisfies xf(i) = xf(i) for all i ≥ 2, so that γiuf(i)(xf(i))+

ζf(1),...,,f(i−1) = 0. In this case, we have that vf (xf(1), xf(−1)) is a vN-M utility function over

Lf(1) and it takes the form

vf (xf(1), xf(−1)) = γ1uf(1)(xf(1)) + ζf(1)B1(uf(1)(xf(1))).

Since uf(1) is also a vN-M utility function over Lf(1), we must have

vf (xf(1), xf(−1)) = γ̂f(1)uf(1)(xf(1)) + ζ̂f(1).

This implies that

[γ̂f(1) − γ1]uf(1)(xf(1)) + ζ̂f(1) = ζf(1)B1(uf(1)(xf(1))).

There are several cases to consider, which all yield ζf(1) = 0. First, if γ̂f(1) = γ1, then the

equality can hold if and only if ζ̂f(1) = ζf(1) = 0 because B1 is not constant. Given this, suppose

that γ̂f(1) > γ1 without loss of generality. If B1 is not a linear function of uf(1), the equality

can only hold if and only if ζf(1) = 0. Finally, suppose that B1 is indeed linear in uf(1), that is,

there exist γ1 > 0 and ζ1 ∈ R such that

B1(uf(1)) = γ1uf(1) + ζ1.

In this case, we have

vf (xf(1), xf(−1)) = γ1uf(1)(xf(1)) + ζf(1)[γ1uf(1)(xf(1)) + ζ1]

= [γ1 + ζf(1)γ1]uf(1)(xf(1)) + ζf(1)ζ1.

By the uniqueness properties of any Luce value function, we can let ζ1 = 0 without loss of

generality. Finally, by Axiom 8, γ1 + ζf(1)γ1 cannot depend on f(1) but only on the position

i = 1. Thus, without loss of generality, we can let ζf(1) = 0 and adjust γ1 accordingly.

Now, suppose we established that ζf(1),...,f(j−1) = 0 for all j = 1, . . . , i − 1. Consider any f

and any xf that satisfies xf(j) = xf(j) for all j 6= i, so that γjuf(j)(xf(j)) + ζf(1),...,,f(j−1) = 0.

Again, we have that vf (xf(i), xf(−i)) is a vN-M utility function over Lf(i) and it takes the form

vf (xf(i), xf(−i)) = [γiuf(i)(xf(i)) + ζf(1),...,f(i−1)Bi(uf(i)(xf(i)))]Bi,

where Bi =
∏i−1
k=1Bk(uf(k)(xf(k))) > 0. Since uf(i) is also a vN-M utility function over Lf(i),
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we must have

vf (xf(i), xf(−i)) = γ̂f(i)uf(i)(xf(i)) + ζ̂f(i).

This implies that

[γ̂f(i) − γiBi]uf(i)(xf(i)) + ζ̂f(i) = ζf(1),...,f(i−1)Bi(uf(i)(xf(i))).

Repeating the previous reasoning, we again conclude that ζf(1),...,f(i−1) = 0 without loss of

generality.

Step 5. Combining all these steps, we obtain the representation

wf (xf ) =

N∑
i=1

α(i)uf(i)(xf(i))

i−1∏
k=1

Bk(uf(k)(xf(k))),

where the function α is defined by α(i) = γi for all i = 1, . . . , N .

We conclude by showing that (α, u, φ) must satisfy regularity. Using the representation, for

any x′f and y′f such that xf ′(−N) = yf ′(−N) we have that π(x′f |{x′f , y′f}) ≥
1
2 if and only if

uf ′(N)(xf ′(N)) ≥ uf ′(N)(yf ′(N)). By Axiom 5, we must have π(xf |{xf , yf}) ≥ 1
2 for any f that

presents attribute f ′(N) in any position i < N . This holds if uf(i)(xf(i)) = uf(i)(yf(i)), so

hereafter assume that uf(i)(xf(i)) > uf(i)(yf(i)). In this case, π(xf |{xf , yf}) ≥ 1
2 if and only if

N∑
j=i

uf(j)(xf(j))α(j)

j−1∏
k=1

Bk(uf(k)(xf(k))) ≥
N∑
j=i

uf(j)(yf(j))α(j)

j−1∏
k=1

Bk(uf(k)(yf(k))).

Since
∏i−1
k=1Bk(uf(k)(xf(k))) =

∏i−1
k=1Bk(uf(k)(yf(k))) > 0, the last condition is equivalent to

uf(i)(xf(i))α(i) +
N∑

j=i+1

uf(j)(xf(j))α(j)

j−1∏
k=i

Bk(uf(k)(xf(k)))

≥ uf(i)(yf(i))α(i) +
N∑

j=i+1

uf(j)(yf(j))α(j)

j−1∏
k=i

Bk(uf(k)(yf(k))).

Using now
∏i−1
k=i+1Bk(uf(k)(xf(k))) =

∏i−1
k=i+1Bk(uf(k)(yf(k))) and uf(i)(xf(i)) > uf(i)(yf(i)), we

obtain

α(i)

≥ −
Bi(uf(i)(xf(i)))−Bi(uf(i)(yf(i)))

uf(i)(xf(i))− uf(i)(yf(i))

N∑
j=i+1

uf(j)(xf(j))α(j)

j−1∏
k=i+1

Bk(uf(k)(xf(k))).

Note that this same condition is required if we started with uf(i)(xf(i)) < uf(i)(yf(i)). Since this

has to hold for all f ∈ F , xf ∈ Xf , and yf(i), it is equivalent to the condition in Definition 9.
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E General Menus and Frame-Driven List Effects

Sometimes decision-makers face items whose attributes are presented with different orders—for

example, on the shelves of grocery stores or when sellers independently choose how to best frame

their products. This leads to general menus where different frames are present simultaneously.

How do frames affect choice in such cases?

The question is non-trivial, but our model can help organize the discussion and provide

some answers. The idea is to let the data speak. We can identify our model using f -menus

only (see Section 4). We can then use it to predict choices under different hypotheses on how

the decision-maker responds to general menus—we present a few shortly. We can test these

hypotheses against the data and select which we judge to be the best fit. Formally, let H be

an hypothesis and M a collection of menus. The decision-maker’s choices from these menus

form the actual dataset c(M). Using our model with (α, u) calibrated to this decision-maker,

we can calculate his utility from each item and his choices under H, which form the predicted

dataset ĉ(M;H). We can then compare c(M) and ĉ(M;H) in any standard way. For example,

H can be falsified if ĉ(M;H) 6= c(M), or, more realistically, if d(ĉ(M;H), c(M)) > τ for some

distance function d and tolerance threshold τ > 0. Among multiple hypotheses, we may select

the one that minimizes d(ĉ(M;H), c(M)).22

To illustrate this approach, we consider three hypotheses.

Own-frame hypothesis (H1): Suppose that, when facing a general menu, Bob chooses as if

he evaluates each item following its own order of attributes. That is, for every M , the predicted

choice is

ĉ(M ;H1) = arg max
xf∈M

N∑
i=1

α(i)uf(i)(xf(i)).

Note that for f -menus this boils down to the model in Definition 1.

Single-reframe hypothesis (H2): A second possibility is that, when facing a general menu,

Bob chooses as if he reframes all its items using the same f . Formally, let ϕ be a function that

maps every M to some f ∈ F . Let Mϕ(M) be the ϕ(M)-menu that contains all items in the

original M presented with frame ϕ(M). In this case, Bob’s choice from M should coincide with

that predicted by the AF model from Mϕ(M):

ĉ(M ;H2) = arg max
xϕ(M)∈Mϕ(M)

N∑
i=1

α(i)uϕ(M)(i)(xϕ(M)(i)).

This hypothesis is very flexible. Bob may adopt different frames for different menus. Alterna-

22Standard methods can be used to define d. For example, one can use the swap index in Apesteguia
and Ballester (2015). Given H, the model generates a preference relation over the items in each menu.
One can measure the distance between the actual and predicted choices by the number of swaps in the
preference relation needed to make the actual choice preferred to the predicted choice. One can then
aggregate this measure across menus and choose the hypothesis that minimizes it.
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tively, he may adopt the same frame for all general menus. That is, H2 covers the possibility

that general menus cause framing effects to disappear. This may happen if the effort to organize

and make sense of the various items causes the different emphasis put on attributes to wane.

Anchor-frame hypothesis (H3): A special case of H2 is that Bob chooses as if he uses the

frame of one item in the menu as an anchor (see Krosnick and Alwin (1987) for consistent

evidence). For example, the f of the first listed item, the last listed item, or the most frequent

f could cue Bob to use f to compare all items in the menu. This anchoring may introduce

links between attribute-order framing effects and list framing effects, which we can formalize

and test with our model (see Section 4.4 for further discussion). In fact, list framing effects

are sometimes viewed as the outcome of particular ways of processing the attributes of the

listed items (see, e.g., Rubinstein and Salant (2006) and references therein). Knowing what

determines framing anchors can be valuable for sellers. For instance, if the anchor is the item

listed first, sellers have an incentive to try to put their product in that position and frame

it in the most favorable way. This mechanism may contribute to explaining why firms pay a

premium to be listed first, say, by search engines.

The role of items as cues for how to reframe other items in general menus renders choice

and preferences menu dependent. This can lead to failures of standard axioms, such as the

independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA). This is intuitive. Consider the menus {zf ′′ , xf , yf ′}
and {xf , yf ′}. Suppose for general menus Bob uses the item listed first to reframe the others.

Then, it is possible that for him x dominates y and z under frame f ′′, but y dominates x under

f . Thus, through the lens of our model we can understand violations of IIA as resulting from

attribute-framing effects. Of course, IIA may fail for many other reasons. The example also

illustrates that, due to the same mechanism, larger menus may increase the likelihood that

some item is chosen by cuing a frame that favors it. This violates other regularity axioms that

characterize standard choice models.

F Self-Serving Rationalization via Framing

A large body of evidence shows that people often engage in motivated reasoning, rationaliza-

tion, self-deception, self-justification, and reduction of cognitive dissonance by strategically pre-

senting to themselves situations and decisions in the most favorable perspective (Bénabou and

Tirole (2016)). One way is to emphasize some of their aspects over others. Such habits can be

conscious or automatic, affective (to feel better) or functional (to achieve goals), and depend

on emotions. For instance, rationalization can serve to avoid disappointment, guilt, or regret.

Cognitive dissonance may result in a strategy called minimization, namely, reducing the im-

portance of elements of dissonance (Lindsey-Mullikin (2003), Beasley and Joslyn (2001)). Self-

serving justification aims to make questionable behaviors appear less unethical. It can occur

ex ante—to paint violations as excusable in the eye of one’s moral self—or ex post—to lessen
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the experienced threat for one’s moral self (Shalvi et al. (2015)).

A key question is how to capture self-serving perspective manipulations in a disciplined

manner. We argue that our framework can provide a way. Our premise is that, when making

decisions, some individuals are susceptible to frames set by someone else, like salespeople or

experimenters. In a similar logic, the choosing self of such individuals may also be influenced

by frames set by their rationalizing self. This dual-self view is consistent with leading models

of motivated reasoning (Bénabou and Tirole (2016)). Imagine we can describe the choosing

self with our AF model. The rationalizing self can set f to manipulate the perspective under

which the choosing self makes decisions, emphasizing certain aspects with their presentation

order. Introspection suggests that when facing a decision—especially new and complex ones—

we first try to organize its aspects, thereby forming a specific presentation order. This order

may depend on our motivations and affect our choice.

We distinguish between two scenarios: ex-ante and ex-post self-serving framing. In the first,

f is set before the choosing self makes a decision; in the second, f is set after a decision. The

rationalizing self may want to maximize or minimize the evaluation of an item depending on

her motivation in the situation of the moment (Bénabou and Tirole (2016)). For every item

x ∈ X, define fx and f
x

as

fx ∈ arg max
f∈F

N∑
i=1

α(i)uf(i)(xf(i)) and f
x
∈ arg min

f∈F

N∑
i=1

α(i)uf(i)(xf(i)).

Ex ante, Ann may adopt fx to motivate herself to do x—say, exercise—or to justify doing x—

say, violating some norm; she may adopt f
x

if for example she is going to bargain on the price

of x. Ex post, Bob may adopt fx if he bought x and wants to justify the expenditure to himself,

or f
x

if he could not get x and wants to lessen his feeling of regret or disappointment.

Importantly, our model imposes trade-offs and constraints on the rationalizing self. An indi-

vidual cannot deceive herself without limits. Emphasizing some aspects requires de-emphasizing

others: It is not possible to simply increase or decrease the weight on all attributes. Also, de-

emphasizing has bounded effects: It is not possible to ‘forget’ bad aspects since α > 0. Finally,

our model assigns a precise meaning to frames, namely, the order in which the rationalizing self

describes the aspects of an item.

The possibility that a decision-maker may frame items in a self-serving manner is consistent

with the possibility that he is influenced by frames set by others. Bob’s choosing self may buy x

under the influence of some f in the store, which can differ from the frame fx her rationalizing

self sets once at home (recall Proposition 2). This relates to and offers a formalization of the

distinction between decision utility and experienced utility (Kahneman et al. (1997); Kahneman

et al. (1999)). The first is the utility that drives decisions in the heat of the moment—for

instance, in the store under the f crafted by a skillful salesperson. The second is the hedonic

utility experienced in the cold state of the rationalizing moment—for instance, at home after
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calmly thinking about the bought item. For the above reasons, the experienced utility may be

determined by fx. Our model provides a tool to calculate both decision and experienced utility

knowing (α, u).

F.1 A Framing Perspective on the Endowment Effect

To illustrate the logic of self-serving framing, we apply it in the context of a well-known phe-

nomenon: the endowment effect (Thaler (1980)). This phenomenon relates the willingness to

pay (WTP ) for acquiring an object and the willingness to accept (WTA) for giving up posses-

sion of the same object. Standard choice theory predicts that WTA = WTP . Yet, evidence

shows that subjects often exhibit WTA > WTP (Kahneman et al. (1991)). Here we sketch one

angle to think about this phenomenon, which may complement the leading explanation based

on expectation-based reference dependence (Kőszegi and Rabin (2006)).

Imagine the following situation. The choice items of interest have multiple attributes. Ann

can be described by an AF model (α, u), where α is not constant. Her value of having no item is

zero. We offer Ann the possibility of acquiring x under frame f , which determines her decision

utility for xf . Assuming quasi-linearity in money, we can define Ann’s willingness to pay for x as

WTP (x) =
N∑
i=1

α(i)uf(i)(xf(i)).

If when asked to give up x Ann evaluates it under f , we observe WTA(x) = WTP (x). But she

may frame x differently at this stage, which leads to WTP (x) 6= WTA(x).

Even so, why should reframing of acquired items systematically lead to WTA ≥WTP? We

already mentioned reasons for self-serving framing suggested by cognitive science and psychol-

ogy that may lead Ann to try to avoid negative feelings ex post. In addition, according to Beg-

gan (1992) the desire to see oneself favorably may induce people to overvalue objects associated

with the self, namely, owned objects. Thus, Ann may tend to use fx when considering giving

up x. This implies

WTA(x) =

N∑
i=1

α(i)ufx(i)(xfx(i)) ≥WTP (x)

for every initial f , with strict inequality for some f . The avoidance of negative feelings seems

to be a potential cause of the endowment effect (Zhang and Fishbach (2005)). Other evidence

shows that the longer an individual owns the item, the bigger is the WTA-WTP gap (Strahile-

vitz and Loewenstein (1998)). Presumably, the longer ownership allows Ann to figure out the

best frame for x.

It is worth noting that even if sellers can select f to maximize profits, a gap between WTP

and WTA may still arise. Section 3.1 showed that in competitive settings it may not be optimal

for sellers to select f = fx.
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One final insight of our model is that experience should eliminate the endowment effect. If

Ann remembers how she reframed x after experiencing it a few times, the WTP–WTA gap

should disappear because she cannot be manipulated again by changing the presentation of x.

Consistent with this, evidence shows that market experience seems to eliminate the endowment

effect (List (2003)) and that the effects of attribute-order framing disappear for subjects who

had experience with the choice items (Levin and Gaeth (1988), Kumar and Gaeth (1991)). This

does not reduce the importance of studying framing effects, as many and consequential choices

in life happen infrequently and with little to no feedback.

G Welfare Analysis

Our framework—by being explicit about what frames are and how they work—provides several

ways to approach the thorny question of running welfare analysis in the presence of framing

effects (Bernheim and Rangel (2009); Rubinstein and Salant (2011)). Each way has some merits

and flaws. Since these are often well-known, we limit ourselves to discuss what these are.

G.1 Choice-Based Welfare

One way is to apply the choice-based approach proposed by Bernheim and Rangel (2009). They

define a generalized choice situation as a constraint set paired with an ancillary condition. In our

setting, the constraint set corresponds to a set of choice items D ⊂ X; the ancillary condition

is the collection f of all frames f with which the items are presented. Following Bernheim

and Rangel (2009), we say that it is possible to strictly improve upon x ∈ D̂ if there exists

x′ ∈ D̂ such that, for all (D, f) which satisfy x, x′ ∈ D, the decision-maker never chooses x.

We can then say that x is a weak individual welfare optimum when a strict improvement is not

possible.23 Bernheim and Rangel (2009) show that this welfare criterion is the most discerning

criterion that never overrules choice.

Bernheim and Rangel’s criterion has specific implications for our model (see also their Theo-

rem 3). Suppose that for every f Ann compares x, x′ ∈ D using a common frame f ∈ f (like in

the case of f -menus or hypothesis H2 above). Then, she never chooses x when x′ is available if

and only if for all f ∈ F

N∑
i=1

α(i)uf(i)(x
′
f(i)) >

N∑
i=1

α(i)uf(i)(xf(i)).

23We refer the reader to Bernheim and Rangel (2009) for the definitions of weak improvement and
strict welfare optimum.
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Therefore, x is (weakly) welfare optimal if for all x′ there exists some f such that

N∑
i=1

α(i)uf(i)(xf(i)) ≥
N∑
i=1

α(i)uf(i)(x
′
f(i)).

In other words, x is welfare optimal if for every x′ Ann prefers xf to x′f for some appropriately

chosen f based on x′. Note that this f need not be the one that maximizes the utility from x

(i.e., fx).

G.2 Frame-Free Welfare

The last alternative we discuss uses the properties of our model to entirely remove frames from

welfare measures. It is based on the premise that frames should not matter for decision-makers’

choices and hence, a fortiori, for a planner’s welfare analysis.

The idea is to exploit our model’s identification of the tastes for each attribute. We can

define the frame-free welfare generated by an item as the sum of the utilities of its attributes.

That is, given a decision-maker described by (α, u), this measure is

Uo(x) =
∑
a∈A

ua(xa), x ∈ X.

Of course, this way of removing framing effects involves some degree of paternalism. For another

interpretation of this approach, note that Uo is equivalent, in terms of ranking, to taking the

average across all frames of the total utility of an item. Indeed, since each attribute can be

presented in each position, we have∑
f∈F

∑N
i=1 α(i)uf(i)(xf(i))

|F |
=

(∑N
i=1 α(i)

|A|

)∑
a∈A

ua(xa).

G.3 Experienced-Utility Welfare

Another typical approach of behavioral economics to welfare analysis involves the distinction

between decision utility and experienced (or true) utility, where the latter should be used to

measure well-being (Kahneman et al. (1997); Kahneman et al. (1999); Bernheim and Rangel

(2009)). As noted in Section F, our model provides a way and a rationale for defining experi-

enced utility for decision-makers affected by attribute-framing. Suppose that, for the reasons

discussed above, Ann re-frames each owned item x according to fx after acquiring it. Then,

her experienced utility is

U(x) =

N∑
i=1

α(i)ufx
(x).
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This welfare measure is based on the idea that the important source of well-being for Ann is

the utility she experiences once owning x, not the utility she used to choose x.

It is worth noting a couple of properties of the experienced utility U . First, it defines a ranking

over items that is frame-independent. The original dependence is removed by considering the

best frame fx for each x. Second, although the underlying AF model is additively separable

across attributes for every f , the induced U need not be separable as the whole x determines

the best frame fx. Thus, there can be interdependences between attributes that are exclusively

driven by self-serving framing considerations. This structural difference between decision utility

and experienced utility may suggest a way to test this approach to welfare analysis.
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